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ABSTRACT
Alkali metal heat transfer technology was used in the development
of conceptual designs for the transport and storage of sensible and latent
heat thermal energy in distributed concentrator, solar Stirling power
conversion systems at a power level of 15 kW e per unit. Both liquid metal
pumped loop and heat pipe thermal transport were considered; system con-
figurations included ('_) an integrated, focal mounted sodium heat pipe
solar receiver (HPSR) with latent heat thermal energy storage (TES), (2)
a liquid sodium pumped loop with the latent heat storage, Stirling engine-
generator,pump and valves located on the back side of the concentrator and
(3) similar pumped loops serving several concentrators with more central-
ized power conversion and storage. The focus mounted HPSR was most ef-
ficient, lightest and lowest in estimated cost. Design confirmation test--
ing indica`ed satisfactory performance at all angles of inclination of
the primary heat pipes to be used in the solar receiver. The pumping
and flow characteristics of wicking materials and wick joints to be used
in the secondary TES heat pipe were confirmed using easy fluids at room
temperature. An assessment of the initial conceptual design HPSR has
indicated further avenues of performance improvement and cost reduction.
Work i q continuing under a subsequent contract for the design, fabrication,
and test of the HPSR with TES.
PRECEDING PAGE B1 A."%'.'( NOT FILMED
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SECTION I
SUMMARY
ni,e excellent high temperature heat transfer characteristics of
alkali metal thermal transport systems were applied in this study for the
purpose of {d.:ntifying a practical, low cost, and highly efficient thermal
transport and storage subsystem for a distributed concentrator solar Stirl-
ing power conversion system. It was intended that each concentrator/
receiver/engine-generator unit would be capable of providing approximately
15 kWe and that a large number of units would be operated on one site to
produce stand-alone power or power to an electrical grid at total power
levels up to-10 MWe.
Both latent heat and sensible heat thermal energy storage ('TES)
were considered to provide either buffered Storage for continued smooth
engine-generator operation during periods of cloud cover and/or suffi-
cient energy storage to meet typical utility power load requireme— s.
The various systems alternatives which were studied included single and
multiple concentrators, focus mounted and CasEegrainian mounted receivers
and TES/engine-generator units at the focus, behind the concentrator, or
separately located and shared by several concentrators.
Latent heat storage and sudium heat pipe thermal transport were
selected for a fully integrated, compact, and thermally self-regulated
focus mounted solar receiver/TES/engine-generator subsystem, called the
heat pipe solar receiver (HPSR). This subsystem was selected as the most
promising because of its higher efficiency, low pumping and thermal power
losses, acceptable weight, mans-producibility, low on-site installation
labor, and simple field change-out.
Sodium heat pipes in the receiver delivered thermal energy to a
large secondary heat pipe containing both the latent heat TES material
in cy lindrical metal. containers and also the heat exch::nger tubes of the
Stirling engine. The absence of wicking in %he condenser area of the
primary heat pipes prevented reverse heat flow from the secondary TES
heat pipe back to the receiver during periods of cloud cover. A TES
duration of 1.25-' hours in this design provided for stable, continuous
operation of the Stirling engine ar near constant temperature. The TES
system also provided the capability for simple fossil. fuel hybridization
of the system using an on-off gas	 fuel oil combustor without the need
for a high turn-down ratio or comp.L ­ :., variable-combustion control de-
vices.
As an alcernative to the compact focal mounted system, a liquid
met::il pu,;nped loop system powered by an electromagnetic pump was also in-
vestieated	 The latent heat TES, EM pump and liquid metal control valves
1-1
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were located behind the concentrator where their mass could be utilized to
reduce some of the concentrator counterweight mass and where potentially
larger quantities of TES material could be incorpe:ated. The system was
heavier, more complex, costlier, and less efficient than the focus mounted
heat pipe solar receiver (HPSR).
The design of the HPSR was assessed in greater detail for further
development and exploitation of its desirable features. Potential im-
provements in design, weight, and cost were identified. Easy fluid tests
were conducted which confirmed the performance of secondary heat pipe
wicking of the various types to be used in the design and which confirmed
the flow of liquid across wick joints. Primary heat pipes with various
internal wick configurations were built and tested satisfactorily at full
power under various angles of inclination; the thermal diode effect in
these }peat pipes was demonstrated; heat pipe tests were run which demon-
strate,? that, after cooling the receiver, the concentrator could be moved to
the inverted, stowed position without overnight heat loss through the
primary heat pipes.
This work indicated that the focus mounted HPSR has many performance,
operational, weight, and cost advantages over alternate thermal transport
and storage systems and that it should lend itself favorably and effi-
ciently to hybridization with fossil fuels.
Further development of the HPSR is continuing in a separate contract
intended to design, fabricate, and test a 20 kW Stirling solar powered
conversion system.	 e
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SECTION II
INTRODUCTION
A. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the conceptual design study on the use of liquid
metal heat transfer technology in 15 W e distributed concentrator solar
Stirling power systems were to:
• Indicate the economic viability of alkali metal heat transport
for use in the 1985 time period.
• Perform benefit/cost analysis evaluating various promising sys-
tems and indicate the relative merit of competing systems.
• Define a promising alkali metal heat transport and storage sys-
tem.
• Prepare conceptual designs of one or more of the promising sys-
tems with the objective of low capital cost in mind.
• Define the necessary developmental effort, including design con-
cept demonstrations required to assure successful implementation
of the selected system.
B. SCOPE
The investigations initially considered a broad range of system
options as described in Section III. These included:
(1) Sensible and latent heat storage for period of 15 minutes to
six hours
(2) Single and multiple concentration systems
(3) Pumped loop and heat pipe thermal transport
(4) Focus-mounted Cassegrainian and fixed-mounted solar receiver
configurations
(5) Thermal storage/power conversion subsystems located at the
focal point, behind the concentrator or at remote locations
served by several concentrators
(6) Thermal transport and storage without the use of liquid metal
transport media.
2-1
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Major effort was placed upon the conceptual design of a compact,
focus-mounted heat pipe solar receiver (HPSR) with TES and its integration
with a Stirling engine-generator. rhis system, described more fully be-
low, had the advantages of high efficiency, nearly self-regulated thermal
transport and storage, potential incorporation of a simple fuel combustor
for hybridization, and amenability to factory production, to simple in-
stallation and servicing, and to ready field change-out.
Additional work was undertaken in the experimental verification of
design concepts involving heat pipe and wicking design, fabrication, and
operating characteristics. This effort is summarized in Section IV-B.:,
and 7 and described in separate topical reports*. A brief assessment was
also made of current heat pipe technology and operating life experience.
This is summarized in Section VII-F and described in more detail in a
separate topical report**.
The original design concept integrated the HPSR-TES subsystem with
a hypothetical Stirling engine with a specifically calculated heat ex-
changer configuration. Limited additional work was done in assessing the
integration of this subsystem with both a modified P40 United Stirling
engine and with a modified 1-98 Phillips type Stirling Engine as described
in Section IV-B.9.
Liquid metal pumped loop design concepts, powered by EM or gas lift
pumps, were also invest_ILgated and assessed. Pumped loop systems have the
potential for longer periods of TES because larger TES masses can be lo-
cated behind the concentrator rather than at the focus. A direct compari-
son was made between a HPSR and pumped loop system of equivalent TES
capacity and operating power.
C.	 DESIGN GUIDELINES
The design guidelines under which the conceptual designs of the
HPSR wit'a TES and the FM pumped loop were prepared are shown in Table 2-1.
Earlier w^,, rk in assessing latent and sensible heat TES options and in
characterizing the performance of TES systems was done with earlier de-
sign guidelines which differed slightly in such areas as concentrator
diameter, receiver aperture diameter, concentrator and receiver effi-
ciency, peak power to TES, Stirling engine efficiency, Stirling engine
power., and electrical generator output. For this reason some data re-
ported herein is on a slightly different design basis that the conceptual
designs. The conceptual designs are consistent, however.
*
Divakaruni, S.M., "Heat Pipe Design l:onfirnlat:ion 'Testing", DOE/JPL
1060-27, GEAEP-55, September 23, 1.979.
Divakaruni, S.?i,, "Easy Fluid Wic'cing 'Pests Relcat.el to Solar Receiver
Heat Pipes", DOE/JPL 1060-26, GEA.IFP-53, September 25, 1979,
**
Zimmerman, W.F. and Stearns, J,W., "Heat P.Ip-. Oper„,_ing Reliability for
the Solar Stirling Receiver", DoF,/JPL 1060-Z^ (to he published).
l
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Table 2-1. Design Guidelines
Concentrator/Solar Receiver:
Concentrator Diameter 11.5
Concentrator Area 104 m2
Concentration Ratio 2000
Concentrator Efficiency 70%
Receiver Aperture Diameter 0.257 m
Peak Solar Insolation 1 kWt
Average Solar Insolation 0.845 kWt/m2
Receiver Efficiency 85%
Focal Point Weight 1365 kg
TES:
Power to TES, Peak 62.1 kWt
Power to TES and to Stirling Engine, Avg. 52.5 kWt
Thermal Storage Duration 1.7-2.0 hr.
Sensible Heat Storage Temp.	 Rise 1000C 0800F)
Latent Heat Storage Temp. Rise 55.50C (1000F)
Stirling Engine/Generator:
Nominal Stirling Engine Temp., Max. 8270C (15200F)
Engine Efficiency 35%
Engine Power, Avg. 18.3 kW
Generator Efficiency 90%
Generator Output, Peak N.A.
Generator Output, Avg. 16.5 kWe
Rectifier Efficiency 95%
Power to Grid 15 kWe
Power To Battery Storage 1.5 kWe
(Before Rectification)
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D. WEIGHT AND COST GOALS
As indicated in the design guidelines, the weight limit at the
focal point was 1365 kg (3000 lbs.). This weight limit does not include
the weight of struts or mounting ring which are normally considered a
part of the concentrator itself.
The cost target for the solar heat receiver/TES subsystem was given
as $400/kWe
 in mass production quantities. More recently * , production
cost goals were specified as $6/kW t for the solar receiver and $15/kWe +
$10/kWhe for the benefit of thermal storage; this resulted in a final
cost target of $110,/kW e ,a significantly lower gozi.
E. SELECTION OF THE HEAT PIPE SOLAR RECEIVER
An initial comparative analysis was made of the various system
possibilities for the transport and storage of thermal energy for a 15.6-
20 kW Stirling engine generator system with 1.7-2.0 hours storage. Of
the large number of possibilities considered, the integrated Focus mounted
system, using sodium heat pipes, was selected as the most promising for
preliminary conceptual design. It utilized efficient heat pipes to trans-
port heat from the receiver into the TES and to the Stirling engine heat
exchanger over a relatively short distance. No external pumping power
was required to move the heat transport fluid. The thermal losses were
low because of the compactness of the design. The compactness of the de-
sign also reduced weight and cost and rendered the unit mass-producible
and easily installed and replaced with minimum field labor.
Latent heat storage was selected over sensible heat storage for
the TSR (and for humped loop systems) to minimize weight, volume, and
cost etf.ects. This selection also eliminated the necessity for the wider
range of Stirling engine operating temperatures and the peak materials
operating temperatures associated with sensible heat storage. Both LiF
and NaF-MgF2 eutectic were considered in equivalent weight design concepts
which produced 1.88 and 1.27 hours, respectively, of thermal storage at
nominal design conditions.
The study also considered and found less desirable the use of
p '^ped loops for both focus mounted and dispersed concentrator systems.
The dispersed system pumped loop concept was unattractive because of:
(1) the large heat losses, pumping losses and operating temperature dif-
ferentials encountered in such systems; (2) the necessity of both the
development costs and the procurement costs of high temperature pumps
and valves which are not presently available; and (3) the need for flex-
ible ioints in the liquid metal lines at the concentrator. A concentrator
mounted pumped loop system without flexible bellows and with the TES and
ongi.ne affixed to the back of the concentrator was conceptually designed
and assessed as the most promising of the pumped loop systems because of
its lower heat losses, lower pumping losses, and the opportunity it afforded
*
Stearns, J.W., "Dish Stirling Experiment," Advanced 'Technology Meeting
on Advanced Solar/Thermal. Power Systems, Long Beach, California, ,Tune
19-21 1 1979, DOE, 5102-129 1 P. 6.
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for larger thermal energy storage than was possible at the focal point.
However, it was not as attractive as the HPSR because of its higher weight
and cost, its lower thermal efficiency, and the larger system AT.
The use of thermal storage for periods up to 15 minutes without
the use of heat pipes or pumped loops was also considered but was not
as attractive as the HPSR. Initial thermal analysis indicated that in-
ordinately large temperature drops were required to transport heat from
the relatively larger volume and surface area of the TES material, through
a reasonable distance, to the very limited area of the heat exchanger.
A reasonable design concept was later developed for 15 minutes of useful
storage, but this concept required extrapolation of Stirling engine heat
exchanger design beyond the bounds of conventional practice, requiring
the use of a very small number of very long Stirling engine heat exchanger
tubes to keep the calculated pressure drops and void volumes within ac-
ceptable limits.
The focus mounted HPSR alone appeared to offer the best opportunity
to develop, economically, a thermally buffered receiver with the potential
for a significant amount of additional TES. A description of that system
is presented below.
F.	 HEAT PIPE SOLAR RECEIVER WITH THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
The conceptual design of the heat pipe solar receiver/TES/Stirling
engine-generator subsystem is shown in Figure 2-1. Its principal features
are given in Table 2-2. In the assessment of this conceptual design,
several design improvements and the use of alternate materials have been
suggested as a means of improving the performance, weight, and, most im-
portantly, the mass production cost of the unit.
The system is comprised of:
(1) A primary sodium heat pipe solar receiver comprised of 27
one-inch diameter heat pipes flattened in the heat receiver
area
(2) A large diameter secondary sodium heat pipe containing the
TES material in sealed containers
(3) A Stirling engine in which the heater head heat exchanger
coils are immersed in the sodium vapors of the secondary
TES heat pipe
(4) A 3-phase induction generator connected to the Stirling
engine
(5) A thermal insulation system
(6) A structural support system for supporting the various com-
ponents and mounting the system at the focal point.
The primary heat pipes receive the solar heat and transfer it
into the secondary heat pipe. Since these heat pipes are internally
2-5
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Table 2-2. Principal Features of the Heat Pipe
Solar Receiver/TES/Stirling Engine-
Generator Subsystem
Diameter 71 cm (28 in.)
Length 231 cm (91 in.)
Weight 1497 kg
	 (3300 lbs.)
Power Output 15.6 kW
e
Thermal Storage Power 98.7 kWh 
Latent Heat TES Material LiF or NaF-MgF2
Nominal Operating Temperatures
Solar Receiver Heat Pipes 856°C	 (1572°F)
TES Heat Pipe Vapor Space 838°C (1540°F)
Stirling Engine Heat Exchanger 838°C	 (1540°F)
Heat Pipe Working Fluid Sodium
Stirling Engine Type Single Cylinder Rhombic Drive
Stirling Engine Working Fluid Helium
Stirling Engine Working Fluid Pressure 1-173 atmospheres
Engine-Generator Speed 1800 RPM
Generator Type Induction
Thermal Insulation Vacuum-Foil
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wicked in the solar receiver area only, sodium liquid cannot flow into
tlhe condenser area of the heat pipe under normal operating conditions
and thus reverse heat flow in the heat pipe from the TES to the solar
receiver is prevented during periods of cloud cover. The primary heat
pipe will not operate in a heat loss mode overnight. Prior to overnight
shutdown the sodium can be allowed to solidify in the aperture end of the
primary heat pipes before the concentrator is moved to the overnight "stowed"
position with the receiver aperture pointed upward. This effectively pre-
vents the heat pipe from operating in the inverted position.
The secondary heat pipe operates to transfer heat efficiently, and
at near-isothermal conditions, between the primary heat pipe condensers,
the TES material sealed in containers, and the surface of the Stirling
engine heat exchanger tubes. Liquid sodium is supplied to all surfaces
except the Stirling engine heat exchanger by means of screen or fiber
metal wicks to assure effective transfer of heat throughout this secon-
dary heat pipe. This heat transfer is promoted by high latent heats of
vaporization and condensation, negligible thermal transport pumping power,
and very high evaporation and condensing film coefficients. Calculated
temperature differentials from the receiver to the Stirling engine heat
exchanger tubes are minimal, on the order of 18°C (32 0F).
The TES system will require some temperature gradient across the
TES containers to thermally charge or discharge the s ystem. However,
the magnitude of the temperature gradient is dependent upon the rnergy
transfer rate and the thickness of the solidified salt inside the TES
can. Only during the final stages of TES thermal discharge at maximum
power levels will the TES can temperature (and the Stirling engine tem-
perature) drop as much as 41-47°C (75-85°F). In most other modes of
operation, surface of the TES can will operate at the TES temperature (or
slightly above it, depending upon the heat flow into the TF.S material).
Brief variations in solar receiver power will make only relatively minor
changes in the TES can temperature and in the Stirling engine operating
temperature.
The heat pipe focus mounted subsystem is nearly self-regulating
in that the excess power is absorbed in the thermal "inertia" of the
TES system; conversely, the engine operates by demand on the TES system
during cloud cover or diminished insolation. This thermal transport and
storage system operates without valves or controls; it requires only
simple temperature measurement instrumentation and relies upon external
concentrator controls to defocus the system in case the thermal storage is
overloaded. Otherwise, the heat flow is regulated solely by solar thermal
inputs and Stirling engine thermal demands. It operates well on the basis
of thermal inputs and outputs and demand requirements in various modes
of operation throughout a typical day.
Since the 13-hour overnight sensible heat losses result in only
a 42°C (76°F) drop when the TES system is fully discharged, the system
can be started with a stable, near-normal operating temperature. This
can occur once the solar insolation is sufficient to sustain continued
operation. Alternatively, the TFS system can be partially charged at
low solar insolation and an orderly and planned startup of the system
can be made at full power before nominn h solar insolation is reached.
2-8
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6kth the TI'S parttally charged after overnight storage, nominal rated
power can be achieved early in the day by calling upon the TES for heat
even before the solar insolation has reached its average value and with-
out the need for a supplemental heat source from the combustion of fossil
fuel.
When the use of a hybrid heat source is required, the thermal energy
storage capability of this heat pipe solar receiver concept will permit
full on-off operation of the combustor at full combustor efficiency rather
than with carefully proportioned additions of heat to the TES system.
The development and use of fossil fueled hybrid heat sources are being
considered in a separate contract for the design, fabrication, and test
of the HPSR.
The design and operation of this focus mounted system is based
upon: (1) a sound technology of heat pipe design prediction methods and
operating characteristics, and (2) the prior successful development and
operation of somewhat similar high ten.perature fused salt storage and
heat pipe thermal transport applications *
 for low earth orbit space power
and for Stirling engine heat transfer and storage demonstrations ** . Addi-
tional full-scale design confirmation testing will be required and further
design refinements will be necessary under separate contracts to bring a
prototype power conversion system of this type to a point of demonstrated
life and economic viability.
*Kichter, R., ",'hormal Energy Storage Demonstration Unit for Vuilleumier
Cryogenic Cooler", AFAPL-TR-76-110, Xerox Electro-Optical Systems,
Pasadena, CA, February 1977.
**Schubert, K.Y., Brost, 0., Groll, M., KrHhling, H., Mack, H., and
Zimmerman, P., "Development of a Heat Pipe Transport and Storage Sys-
tem", Proc. 1st International Heat Pipe Conference, Stuttgart, 1973.
See also: Waters, E.0., "A Road Vehicle Thermal Energy Storage Con-
cept and Evaluation", ANI.-K78-3983-1, Sigma Research, Inc., Richland,
WA, December 1978.
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I.	 SECTION III
SYSTEMS ALTERNATIVES
A. POTENTIAL SYSTEMS
A number of potential systems using liquid metal for heat trans-
port were identified and evaluated. Table 3-1 shows eleven of these sys-
tems.
The first nin cases include use of battery storage for post-inso-
lation power in either heat pipe or pumped loop systems for heat trans-
port. The tenth and eleventh cases involve the use of thermal storage
alone for continuous generation of the basic 15 We power beyond the nor-
mal insolation period; their development is associated with the need for
concentrator designs which permit large thermal storage at a separately
supported focal point. 'I'he first nine cases require up to a two hour
period of thermal storage to accommodate variations in solar insolation
and to permit efficient continuous operation of the engine-generator at
near-design temperature and load conditions without serious off-design
operating inefficiencies and with minimized thermal fatigue implications.
In these first nine cases both heat pipes and pumped loops are utilized
to transport Beat to a single closely coupled storage system in the heat
pipe system, and to either an adjacent or remotely located thermal storage
system in the pumped loop system. Both sensible and latent heat storage
are considered for periods of 15 minutes to 2 hours; the brief storage
period is for short cloud cover purposes and the longer period assures
mucn less frequent interruption in the normal operating mode.
Cassegrainian mounting of the receiver, storage, and engine either
to the back surface of the concentrator or to a fixed mount behind the
concentrator have some potential system advantages which are offset by
the additional reflecting mirror losses.
From Table 3-1, and the limits set by the design guidelines given
in Table 2-1, the two key trade-offs are the form of TES (latent or sen-
sible) and the heat transport method (heat pipe or pumped loop). These,
.is well as several other key items are discussed in Fubsequent sections.
B. ENERGY STORAGE
Energy storage is obviously required for use with solar energy.
The simplest storage option is to use the electrical power grid. In _his
mode, solar generation facilities are analogous to a negative, semi-random
load which is managed by the electric utility using their complete mix
of power plants. Reasons for not using this option include economics as
well as the need to minimize grid demands for solar power shortfalls.
Other forms of storage include thermal, chemical, and electrical (battery).
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Thermal storage enables the Stirling engine to operate when solar
insolation is not available, and provides a complete energy system.
Chemical storage requires th,a conversion of heat energy to some
substance which can liberate heat when required. Potential con•ersion
losses plus complex reactions may cause serious problems with respect to
areas such as efficiency, control, costs and safety.
Battery storage is the easiest way to add dedicated storage from
the standpoint of coupling to the Stirling engine generator, but involves
various losses in AC/DC and DC/AC conversions.
This program emphasized thermal energy storage. Almost no work
was done on chemical reactions. The battery storage data was supplied
by JPL.
1.	 Thermal Energy Stcrage
At the beginning ..f this program, both sensible and latent heat
storage were considered. It was thought that a mixture of sndium (for
heat transfer) and either a high temperature ceramic like Sialon or a
metal like iron (for heat capacity) would provide an inexpensive way to
store heat. Although it was recognized that latent heat storage would
be lighter, it was thought desirable to avoid the complexities of phase-
change materials. Table 3-2 compares several TES storage materials for
various storage times.
Figure 3-1 shows the same data plotted for the 15 We cases. W'.th
an arbitrary temperature range of 100°C (180°F) allowed for the sensible
heat storage, it is clear that latent heat storage materials must be con-
sidered for storage times greater than an hour for focus mounted systems
because of the weight limit.
The TES temperature range of 100°C (180°F) assumed for sensible
heat storage requires that the Stirling engine be operated over a similar
range. For a given upper limit on Stirling engine heat exchanger tem-
perature, degraded performance over much of the operating time will occur
because of the relatively large AT necessitated by sensible heat storage.
Although a similar AT and performance effect also occurs with latent heat
storage, the magnitude of the range is less, only about a half, and the
duration of the extreme temperatures is relatively short. This compari-
son is valid irrespective of the upper limit placed on the Stirling
engine heat temperature, or on the shape of the Stirling engine effici-
ency vs. temperature curve. The operating mode and temperature differ-
ences in the latent heat storage heat pipe are discussed more fully under
Sections IV and VIII.
Both of the abo%e observations lead to the conclusion that latent
heat storage is preferred, if It can be utilized economically and reliably.
For focus mounted systems, which are mass limited, only latent heat stor-
age can provide more than a small fraction of an hour of operation. The
situation could be changed if future concentrator concepts permitted more
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massive TES units, In this case, the low cost of some sensible heat stor-
age media, such as iron/sodium, may outweigh the compactness of latent
heat materials. Clearly, however, latent heat storage is preferred for
the present design.
2. Chemical Storage
Little work was done in this area. Few possible reactions are well
characterized, and cumulative losses through conversion and reconversions
tend to lose most of the potential gains. For long term storage of large
quantities of energy where TES thermal losses could accumulate signifi-
cantly, chemical energy storage with lower capital cost and less expen-
sive long term capacity storage cost could provide potential benefits.
For small amounts of energy storage and frequent use, the TES approach
appears superior.
3. Battery Storage
Battery storage has been studied in detail by JPL personnel. Origi-
nally it appeared to be a preferred method, but cost and in-out conversion
losses tend to make it less attractive. From the receiver-Stirling view-
point, the use of batteries is an external or system type of storage, and
simply tends to lower the power rating to account for the stored electric-
ity.
4. Energy Storage Assessment
It is clear that some thermal energy storage is necessary to smooth
out the operation of the Stirling engine, Beyond this amount, the trade
off between different kinds of energy storage is basically economic.
Studies conducted under this contract indicate clear advantages for latent
ILeat storage, both operationally and economically, over sensible thermal
energy storage.
C.	 THERMAL TRANSPORT
Thermal transport is the means by which the energy at the receiver
surface is transported to the Stirling engine head, as well as into and
out of the thermal energy storage system. It serves to allow physical
separation of the components, thus allowing separate optimizations and
more importantly, it controls the temperature levels and temperature
differences between components. Direct coupling of the Stirling engine
and receiver is possible, and will be tested experimentally under sepa-
rate contracts. However, this will require an overall optimization of
the combined systems which may degrade the performance and seriously
limit the operational fleY a bility of the system. This program assessed
various types of liquid metal heat transport to show how the overall
system would benefit by a decoupled system design.
1.	 Thermal Transport Methods Considered
Thermal transport is needed between the receiver, TES and Stirling
engine because the low thermal conductivity of the TES salt combined with
the relatively large distances the heat would have to be conducted through
3-6
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the gilt result in such Large temperature drops that the efficiency of
tht,
 Stirling engine is affected too adversely. Tf the approach Is taken
of putting the better part of an hour or more of energy storage as TES
material in direct contact with the Stirling engine heat exchanger tubes,
the average heat transfer conductance distance through the TES material
might be on the order of six inches. To extract heat energy at the rates
needed to run the Stirling engine would require a temperature drop on the
order of hundreds of degrees Celsius. (See IV B.4). Thus, thermal trans-
port is necessary. The two options considered were the use of heat pipes
and pumped looped systems.
2. Heat Pipe Thermal Transport
A heat pipe transfers energy over relatively short distances from
the hot end to the cold end by the evaporation and condensation of a fluid
inside the pipe. The amount of heat that the heat pipe can transfer is
dictated principally by the temperatures (and vapor pressures) at the hot
and cold end, the latent heat of vaporization of the heat transfer fluid,
its vapor density and the ability of the wicking within the heat pipe or
of gravity to return the condensed fluid to the evaporator. Heat pipe
performance is limited by sonic velocity limits at relatively low tempera-
ture, by wicking limitations and by burnout at the evaporator at higher
temperatures. Typical heat pipes are capable of transferring many kilo-
watts of thermal energy with a temperature drop of only a few degrees
Celsius. Heat transfer film coefficients are of the order of 57,000 W/m2-°C
(10,000 Btu/hr-ft 2-°F). The heat pipe is self-starting. It will stop
when the heat pipe temperature becomes isothermal or when the fluid in
the pipe is prevented from returning to the heat source.
Because of the relatively short distances over which heat pipes
operate, they provide an excellent, compact and self-regulating thermal
transport system for the focus-mounted or Cassegrainian mounted power
conversion units cited in the first seven cases and in the massive TES
systems which employ a fixed mount focal point power conversion system.
Their minimal pumping power is provided by gravity and/or capillary forces
in wicks. Thermal flow in the heat pipe is controlled by imposed thermal
conditions without the need for additional thermal control devices.
3. Pumped Loop Thermal Transport
The use of electromagnetic, mechanical or gas-lift pumps can be
considered for thermal transport by liquid metals. These pumped systems
offer excellent thermal control and pumping capacity to transfer alkali
metals over a wide range of distances such as system design options
numbered seven through nine involving both single and multiple concentrators
(see Table 3-1). For the focus mounted system on a single concentrator the
pumped loop system could be directl y compared with the focus mounted inte-
gral system with heat pipe thermal transpor t_. A case not explicitly listed
among the design options would involve a single concentrator pumped loop
with the TES and power conversion components located at the back surface
of the concentrator to minimize focal point mass and to permit larger ther-
mal energy storage behind the concentrator.
3-1
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In evaluating the use of pumped loops, three areas of concern must
be considered; namely, the heat loss from long runs of insulated pipe,
the power loss due to the pump and the cost, availability, weight and re-
liability of pumps and valves.
Table 3-3 shows the estimated heat losses for four different pumped
loop configurations, two types of insulation, and two different heat loss
rates. The lower heat loss figures represent about 100 W/m (100 Btu/hr-ft)
for insulation over pipe, and require either 50 mm (2 inches) of vacuum
insulation or 300 mm (12 inches) of a cellular material. Losses from the
TES and receiver were not included, being nearly the same for each. Clearly,
the losses from the multiple concentrator units are undesirably great, and
would eliminate any potential advantage which might be gained by grouping
the TFS into a more centralized location. For the focus mounted and dish
mounted systems, the losses are not necessarily disqualifying. For this
reason a pumped loop system involving thermal storage and power conver-
sion units located on the back surface of the concentrator in a single con-
cencrator system was studied as described in Section V.
Piullps and valves for liquid metal service it a nominal 1.100-1300°K
(1500-1900°F) are not currently available, and represent an area of re-
quired development. Although liquid metal loops in this temperature range
have been operated successfully, the usual practice has been to put the
pumps and valves in a relatively cold leg of the loop. In the present
system, no such cold leg exists, and both pumps and valves must be de-
signed for at least 1100°K (1500°F) service. This does not imply that
such equipment cannot be developed, only that a development program will
be required. A basis of technology for such development is available
from prior government sponsored work on alkali metal space power tech-
nology .
Electromagnetic, mechanical and gas lift pumps were considered.
tai pumps have the decided advantage of requiring no rotating seals. It
is probable that the mass-produced and unattended operation re•{uirements
!	
of the overall s y stem will eliminate rotating seals from consideration.
!	 Thus, the prime candidate is the EM pump or the gas lift pump. Esti-
mates of the weight and efficiency of EM pumps obtained show weights of
50-250 kg (100-600 lb) depending on efficiency and design voltage, and
efficiencies between 8 and 12 percent. System studies showed that :ap-
proximately 1 kW,, would be required for pumping, including the required
cooling air flow for the pump winding.
A further complication of the pumped loop is the requirement for
_ control of a pump and up to six valves. While certainly feasible, the
,added complexity causes concern with long-term operational reliability
in an unattended environment.
J'
	
	
The conceptual design and assessment of a single pumped loop sys-
tem mounted on a single concentrator is given in more detail in Sec-
tion V.
Zimricrman, W.F., "Alkali Metal Space Power 'Technology Applicable to
National Energy Research and Development", 13th Annual Meeting AIAA,
Washington, D.C., .January 10-13, 1977.
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4.	 Advantages of Focus Mounted Heat Pipe Thermal Transport
The ke y reasons for picking the heat pipe concept over the pumped
loop concept is that it will be cheaper, lighter, more efficient, and
more reliable than pumped loops.
It will be cheaper and lighter in that all the components of a
pumped loop are added to similar ones in a heat pump configuration. For
example, the TES cans and outer containment shell are required for both
systems. However, in the heat pipe concept the functions of the pump and
valves are performed by the components of the TES and receiver. The basic
simplicity of the design will allow extensive cost cutting as the compact
design evolves into mass-produced hardware in factory production lines.
It will be more efficient in that heat losses will be reduced
through elimination of large pipe runs and reduced surface area for heat
lasses; the absence of pumps and valves will minimize parasitic power
losses, as well.
It will he more reliable because there will be no need for a con-
trol system, pump and remotely operated high-temperature valves. The
compactness and simple field change-out will serve to improve on-line
availability.
3- LO
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SECTION IV
HEAT PIPE SOLAR RECEIVER WITH TES
A.	 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE HEAT PIPE SOLAR RECEIVER
1. Design Approach
The objective of the design was to achieve the highest possible
efficiency in a focus mounted system within the permissible weight con-
straints and at an eventual cost in mass production of $400/kWe using
current state-of-the-art technology.
To minimize reradiation losses the receiver was designed to emulate
a black body as nearly as possible; all the walls of the receiver were
cooled by liquid metal heat pipes. Primary heat pipes were designed to
operate as one-way therm^.i valves to minimize reverse heat flow from the
secondary TES heat pipe during cloud cover.
The secondary heat pipe was designed in a single cylindrical shape
to contain the largest possible amount of stored energy within a given
volume at a L/D ratio of 1; this was done to concurrently minimize thermal
conduction losses from the secondary heat pipe surface. The thermal energy
storage material was distributed in cylindrical containers sized with con-
sideration for the thermal gradient temperature losses which would occur
across the solidified salt at various power levels and levels of storage
dis char,lE- .
Thermal analysis included the heat transfer to the heat pipes in
the receiver, the performance of the primary and secondary heat pipes
themselves and the transfer of heat between the primary heat pipes,
secondary heat pipe TES containers and the Stirling engine. The wicking
required to provide liquid metal to all heat sources was studied and the
wicking requirements were specified.
Based upon the thermal analysis, the mechanical design was iterated
to control the receiver/TES system weight and to provide the other design
functions such as structural support, alkali metal containment, thermal
insulation and design integration with the concentrator and Stirling engine-
generator. Based upon this design concept, layout drawings were pre-
pared and a weight, center of gravity and cost of materials analysis was
performed as a basis for assessment of the co,.cept.
2. Thermal Analysis
a. Solar Receiver Thermal Analysis. An analysis was performed
to determine the distribution of the thermal energy flux on thf. inner
4-1
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s	
I
1.	 cylindrical surface of the receiver cavity. A computer program developed
specifically for the thermal analysis of receivers at the focal point of
parabolic reflectors was utilized to do the analysis.
As indicated in Figure 4-1, the program integrated the thermal
r	 flux impinging on a given increment of a cylinder wall within the solar
I
receiver from various points on the concentrator. Light reflected from
each band on the concentrator, at an angle theta (6), undergoes some
spreading through an average conical dispersion angle, phi (0). Phi nomin-
ally accounts for all possible errors. But, for this analysis the dish was
assumed to be geometrically perfect and the errors, other than the solar
disc half angle, were accounted for by using an overall concentrator effi-
ciency of 70%. Phi for this analysis was 0.266 degrees.
In thero ram the receiver wall was divided into a number of pointsP g	 P
in the axial or x direction. As the angle theta (6) was increased to the
I
rim angle, 6r, the program summed the flux and added it to the points
which were within Ax. The results of this analysis are presented in
Figure 4-2. The peak incident solar flux is about 500 kW/m 2 which is
well below the maximum thermal flux capacity for a liquid metal heat pipe,
which is in excess of 2500 kW/m2.
Figure 4-3 shows the accumulated thermal energy along the length
of the solar receiver. Approximately 80 percent of the incident radia-
tion would be absorbed on contact and the rest would be reflected. This
reflected radiation would tend to level out the curve shown in Figure
4-3.
A receiver length of 508 mm (20 in.) was chosen because, at a
depth of 508 mm, over 80% of the incoming radiation had impinged on the
receiver surface at least once. At a given aperture diameter of 256 mm
(10.1 in.), this receiver depth was practical from the mechanical design
and overall system standpoint. Furthermore, preliminary receiver analy-
sis work done by JPL* indicated that, for a cavity receiver, the effi-
ciency of the receiver leveled off at a ratio of inner wall area/aper-
ture area over 7.
b. Heat Pipe Thermal Analysis. The heat pipes in the solar re-
ceiver were designed to transport the thermal flux which impinges upon
the walls of the solar receiver. The thermal flux impingement was es-
timated as described above.
The heat pipe design was based upon transferring a peak power of
62.i kW from the receiver to the TES secondary heat pipe at a maximum
local flux of 500 kW/m 2 . The design was predicated upon heat pipe cool-
ing of all the interior walls of the solar receiver. Axially arrayed
tubular heat pipes were used to cool the cylindrical surfaces of the
receiver on which about 88% of the incident energy impinged. A single
circular flat plate was initially considered as a means of absorbing
*
Anon., "Advanced Technology Development, Semi Annual Progress Report-
Thermal Power Systems R&D Project", Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Report
No. 5102-67, June 1978, pp. 4-24.
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heat energy at the end of the receiver but this heat pipe was deleted
from consideration in the design. The remaining thermal energy from the
back surface of thesolar receiver was reflected and transferred by the
primary heat pipes to the TES containment vessel.
Several sizes and numbers of tubular heat pipes were considered
l	 for use on the cylindrical wall, as indicated in Table 4-1. Thirty-four
25 mm (1 in.) OD heat pipes, each having a length of 508 mm (20 in.) and
_	 a wall thickness of 0.86 mm (0.035 in.) (for minimum temperature drop),
'	 could be used to transfer heat from the cylindrical wall; nevertheless,
• mechanical design considerations suggested that 27 such tubes, flattened
in the receiver area, should be used to facilitate weld assembly at the
TES secondary heat pipe header. The thermal transport capacity of each
heat pipe was well above the required transport capacity of 2.31 kW t per
heat pipe.
These heat pipes are wicked in thesolar receiver area with a single
laver of 60 mesh 304 SS screen. Threaded or knurled inside diameter sur-
faces have also been considered as an alternative wicking method to dis-
tribute condensate return.
All the heat pipes have a 101.6 mm (4 in.) adiabatic length to allow
for thermal insulation between the TES secondary heat pipe and this re-
ceiver. This insulation is needed since thesolar receiver cools during
cloud cover or absence of solar insolation. The primary heat pipes will
be inoperative and will conduct heat only by thermal conduction from the
thermal storage area to thesolar receiver during this period. The heat
pipes provide a one-way heat flow path eliminating any other type of con-
trol. A total length of only 127 mm (5 in.) of condenser section was
needed to transfer heat from the primary heat pipes into the secondary
heat pipe.
The thermal capacity of each heat pipe was above 2.31 kW and was
limited by wicking capacity; the local maximum fluxes of 500 k0m 2 could
be readily absorbed. The sodium inventory requiredwas just sufficient
to saturate the wick in the primary heat pipes.
The small number of tubes in thesolar receiver and their thin walls
promote both economy of manufacture and low temperature loss across the
metal wall.
The wicking in the secondary, thermal energy storaE,e heat pipe was
designed to provide fluid, as required, to all heat sources in the heat
pipe and was subdivided as:
(1) The container wicking along the I.D. surfaces of the secondary
heat pipe.
(2) The fore and aft apsule radial wicking.
(3) TES capsule wicking.
(4) The Header plate radial wicking.
4-6
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Table 4-1. Primary Heat Pipe Data
0. D. Wall Thickness AT
mm Inches mm Inches °C OF
?5.4 1.0 0.864 0.035 17.8 32
38.1 1.5 1.651 0.065 25.0 45
50.8 2.0 2.413 0.095 35.0 63
63.5 2.5 3.759 0.146 51.7 93
Calculated values; later experimental verification indicated
AT - 33°C (60 0F).
Chosen for preliminary design because of minimum temperature gradient.
Heat Pipe Lengths
Evaporator
Adiabatic
Condenser
508 millimeters 20 inches
102 millimeters 4 inches
127 millimeters 5 inches
737 millimeters 29 inches
Material
Containment	 321 Stainless Steel, ASTM 269-69
Wicking	 In the lower 508 mm (20 in.)of Receiver
Heat Pipes
Material 304 SS, 1 Layer, 60 Mesh
Screen
Thickness - 0.43 mm
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(5) Wicking on the primary heat pipes O.D. evaporaL-,a surfaces.
It is essential that neither the TES capsules nor the primary heat
pipe heat sources suffer from lack of liquid sodium at the heat input end
and also that the condensed liquid returning from the Stirling engine end
is distributed circumferentially in a uniform manner. In the configura-
tion where Stirling engine tubes are horizontal, the condensed liquid will
tend to drain to the bottom of the TES container unit. The wicking along
the inside of the TES secondary heat pipe distributes the liquid circum-
ferentially and axially, the radial wicking on either end of the TES cap-
sules pumps the liquid radially and provides the liquid inventory for the
TES capsule wicking which in turn distributes the fluid axially along the
individual TES capsule3. The header plate radial wicking and the primary
heat pipe O.D. wicking provide liquid sodium to the heat source from the
solar receiver. The radial wicking has gravity assisting the radially
inward flow of condensate in the upper portion of the container, whereas,
the capillary forces have an opposing gravity force to counteract in the
lower portion of the TES.
In designing the thickness	 the wick or in determining the number
of layers of screen wick necessary, the wicking limit is used as the de-
sign constraint. The wicking limit (QL)max is given in Stu-ft/hr or kW-m,
for the given wick geometry and thickness. The wicking limit is expressed
as:
P + P
(QL)	
= c — g
max F  + Fv
where Pc and P  are the capillary pressure and gravity force terms and
Fi
 and Fv are the liquid and vapor frictional pressure drop factors. The
capillary forces increase with the increase in the mesh size for a screen
wick and, correspondingly, frictional forces increase. Also the cost/ft
of the wick matrix increases very sharply for the small pore screen struc-
tures. The estimated wicking capabilities of wire screen and fiber metal
type wicks are indicated in rable 4-2. Both from manufacturing and cost
considerations, fiber metal wicks have advantages over wire mesh screens.
Sinterea metals did not appea.- to be economically acceptable as complex
wicks.
The space available between the TF.S capsules provides the area for
vapor flow either from the primary tube heat source or from the TES cap-
sules to the condenser tubes. Sufficient amounts of sodium are provided
in the TES system to saturate all the wicks.
C. TES Thermal Analysis. Two fused salt materials were selected
_or evaluation in the thermal design; the highly volume efficient LiF
salt and the much less expensive NaF-MgF2 eutectic. The thermal design
properties and 1978 prices for these materials are shown in Table 4-3.
Both salts have melting points in the temperature range appropriate to
the proposed Stirling engine heater head temperature. Design calcula-
tions used a higher value of thermal conductivity for the NaF-MgF 2 eutectic
than for the LiF salt.	 `
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During ht-clt extraction and as tilt- stilt is solidifying within the
container, a temperature gradient will develop between the molten salt
and the sodium vapor heat source at the container surface. This tempera-
ture gradient will depend upon the thermal conductivity and the thickness
of the solidified salt and the power extraction rate. For thermal de-
sign purposes the maximum temperature difference was arbitrarily limited
to 56°C (100 0F) Lit the end of the solidification process; over this span
of temperature there is only a relatively minor drop in the performance
of a typical Stirling engine. A typical parametric analysis chart of the
slumber of capsules, the capsule dimensions and the maximum temperature
drops is shown in figure 4-4 for a system with2. hours energy storage at
39.t)8 kWt.
For production simplicity and to permit adequate provisions for
sodilnn wicking of the exterior of the salt. containers, the containers
were selected as thin walled metal cylinders. These cylinders were, Ln
turn, contained within the cylindrical secondary
 eat pipe with a L/1)
ratio of about 1.0 to maximize the heat pipe volume to :surface area.
Using the above design criteria and selected design inputs, the
thermal design war: developed through the use of an iterative design com-
puter program which calculated the maximum temperature gradient, the
storage time, the weight and physical dinu`nsions of the secondary bent
pipe and the number, length and diameter of the salt containers.
d.	 StirlillK l:ligine Theilial Arlalvsis. 	 A logical point for the
thermal interface between the heat pipesotar receiver and the Stirling,
engine relies upon a definition of the Stirling engine hoot exchanger,
particularly its surface area, surface temperature and the total heat
trans` or required. Since the alkali metal condensing bent transfer co-
efficients are very high, oil the order of 60,oOo W/n1= -°l', the tclllporn-
tllre drop between the ,odium vapor and the outer surface of the neat ex-
changer tubing is very low. 'she hcat transfer is much more limited by
the gas side heat transfer Cot`ti it feller:, on tilt , order of 6000-12000 W /Ill''-OC,
.md by the other Stirling engi.n0 heat transfer requirements. Thus, tale
Stirling, engint` design itself controls tilt , definition of the heat ex-
cllcinger; con.--itivration lllnst lie givell to -inch factor-: as gatl flow, pres-
sure drop, void volume, heat transfer surface area, ttlbe wall thickness
(tor stress: capability anti 0101 .111:11 resis:tculre), system operating tem-
perature and total heat flow requiromonts.
A limited all.11ysis was made by t;0nerill Electric Stirling 1Sngine
de \'t`1Jl i llh`111 pt`1 :ttllllel el tilt` dt`si },il of :a tt : . tt kld t 	l . Th X 1()7 lea
psii,a) helium gas heat 0xrhanher for a Stirr ling engine with 42'A effi-
c lonc %' operas illy. at 1800 RPM. The ros ul t s art` . zholni lit F igure 4-^1. The
.i i tube configuration with :1 tiff'C (1:0°11 te111pe1'eitilt'a dl'op between tilt`
c0110011siillg sodilun Anti the iu`lium working, fluid was: selected. This was
a roasoll,lb 10 ba 1:111ce bt`mooll tilt` dosi1't` fo`' et • 01101M, :Ind 111aillifacturabiltty
oil the one hand anti for thin wall snla l l tube tl Llnl0t t`r on the other hand.
'file latter :rims at low wall. AT anti high gas side coefficient which are
importAnt in mi.iJmf:!ing the t01111Wraturt- droll across this heat exchanger.
C.	 'i'llt`illlai 1.0;:Nt`::. 	 Fti' • the C011t • eptllal des igil, t1t` prillc Ipal
tl10ru1.11 lohses occur by radiation and convection trout tilt` receiver during
.4-11
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DESIGN ALTERNATIVES:
Number of Tubes 18 24" 30 36
ID of Tubes, Inches .18 .16 .152 .144
mm 4.57 4.17 3.86 3.86
Length of Tubes, Inches 25 21.8 19.8 18.2
mm 635 553.7 503.0 462.3
Ap, psi 7.0 5.8 5.0 4.2
Pascals 48263 39990 34474 28958
Wall Thickness, Inches .074 .068 .063 .060
mm 1.88 1.73 1.6 1.52
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HEATER TUBE I.D.
Figure 4-5. SLirling Ln8 ine Heat Exchanger Optimizatiuu Curves
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normal daytime operation and by radiation and conduction through the vacuum
multifoil insulation at night. The former loss is inherent with all re-
ceivers operating at high temperature and the latter loss is a function
of the type and amount of insulation used around the TES area.
Reverse heat losses from the secondary TES heat pipe through the
primary heat pipes and then by convection and radirtion from the receiver
during periods of cloud cover or overnight shutdown are minimized by the
"thermal valve" characteristics of the primary heat pipe design. Since
the condenser end is not wicked, the condensed sodium in the primary heat
pipes cannot reach the hot condenser end c` the primary heat pipes and
reverse heat flow is prevented. Such reverse heat flow from the TES along
this same route is prevented during the overnight period while in the
"stowed" position by the prior solidification of the sodium in the aper-
ture end of the solar receiver,as discussed in Section VII-B.
The daytime thermal losses from the receiver and TES were calculated
to be 8.5 kWt
 by a one-dimensional analysis. This analysis did not in-
clude Stirling thermal losses. The various daytime heat losses and their
percentage of the total loss are shown in Figure 4-6. The largest com-
ponent of the daytime losses is reradiation from the receiver aperture.
This loss can be reduced significantly only by the use of a better, and
probably more costly concentrator which in turn would reduce the aperture
diameter. The possibility of using aperture windows to reduce radiation
and convection losses was discarded because of a 10 percent loss of in-
coming radiation due to window reflection.
Overnight and cloud cover losses are also shown in Figure 4-6 and
were calculated to be 1.6 kW t by the same procedure. It is under these
conditions that the initial investment in insulation is critical in con-
trolling the losses since the primary loss is directly through the in-
sulation. During a typical 13 hour overnight shutdown, approximately
21.7 kWt can be lost from the TES heat pipe. Were the TES to be fully
discharged at the end of the normal solar operating period, the TES heat
pipe temperature would drop approximately 42°C (76°F) overnight. This
temperature loss would not impair immediate restart the following morn-
ing. These TES thermal losses are controllable and can be reduced further
by increased thermal insulation and increased TES system outer diameter.
Outside surface temperatures for the unit would be on the order
of 65°C (150°F) under normal conditions. While this temperature could
cause burns to bare skin, it would not be too great for many forms of
weather and oxidation protection.
3.	 System Engineering Definition
The above thermal analyses resulted in a definition of the key
engineering; factors that provided the guidelines for the mechanical de-
sign of the initial concept heat pipe solar receiver/TES engine-generator
subsystem.
4-14
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A. Daytime Losses
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B. Nighttime Losses
Figure 4-6. Receiver/TES Thermal Losses
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a. Solar Receiver Definition. Engineering definition of the re-
ceiver is g ven Tn a e 4-4. The Feat pipes would be flattened to the
t	 extent that they would fit around the 805 mm (31.7 in.) circumference of
!	 the receiver aperture which would mean that each heat pipe would be flat-
tened so the major axis was on the order of 30 mm (1.2 in.). Wicking was
specified for the length of the primary heat pipes in the receiver to
ensure that adequate wetting could be maintained all around the heat pipe.
^. Under normal operating conditions, there would be no need for a wick to
return sodium from the condenser section of the primary heat pipes. The
adiabatic section length of 102 mm (4 in.) was specified for insulative
purposes between the receiver and TES units.
b. TES Definition. Table 4-5 shows the key design factors result-
ing from the iterative study of the TES area by the computer design pro-
gram. Data is given for systems with two salts that were considered, LiF
and haF-MgF2 eutectic. These results provided the basis for the mechani-
cal design; during the mechanical design it was necessary to modify these
design elements slightly since the relationship between number and diameter
i	 of small cans and the diameter of the large outer shell is an empirical
approximation.
The liquid metals are the only attractive working fluids in the
heat pipes operating above 600°K (1100°11). The surface tension, vapor
pressure,latent heat and viscosity are the principal properties which
make the liquid metal heat pipes high performance devices. Sodium was
chosen for the heat transfer fluid in both heat pipes because its low
vapor pressure, high latent heat, low viscosity and high surface tension
are attractive for heat pipe purposes in the 815°C (1500°F) temperature
range. It has good thermal transport properties, it is inexpensive and
it is available in abundance.
The operation of the secondary TES heat pipe system as a single
heat pipe tends to promote uniform temperatures since heat will he trans-
ported to the coldest point. 1 sufficient amount of sodium working fluid
is present in the form of a liquid pool., or contained on wicking surfaces,
ti	 to transfer the required thermal energy to the Stirling engine.
Gravity return of condensate is of considerable assistance in the
proper distribution of sodium to hot surfaces from which heat must be
extracted. Tlie use of wicks, however, is essential to pump returning
condensate to appropriate surfaces. A wicked system assures radial and
axial sodium supply which tends to insure uniform temperature and opera-
ting reliability which might not be obtained in an unwicked, simple re-
flux boiler. Thermal transport in the TES secondary heat pipe relies
upon the use of various kinds of wicking to return the condensate along
the cylinder walls and TES capsules toward the solar receiver end. These
wicks include those located on the surface of the TES containers, on the
capsule plates which support the fore and aft ends of the capsules, on
the header plate at the receiver end of the TES heat pipe, on the outside
surfaces of the condenser ends of the primary heat pipes and along the
large inside diameter of the TES heat pipe. The definition of this wick-
ing is given in Table 4-6 and is based upon both initial calculation and
analysis and upon the results of later experimental effort on the measure-
ment of the wicking capabilities of various wick structures.
4-16
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Table 4-4. Receiver Engineering Definition
Aperture Diameter
Cavity Depth
Heat Pipe Data:
Total Power
Power/Heat Pipe
Maximum Power/Heat Pipe
Number of Heat Pipes
Outer Diameter (unflattened)
Wall Thickness
Evaporator Length
Adiabatic Section Length
Condenser Section Length
AT (Total)
Wicking Data:
Material/Mesh Size
Number of Layers
Thickness - Each Layer
256 mm (10.1 inches)
508 mm (20.0 inches)
62.1 kW 
2.31 kW 
>10.0 kW t*
27
25 mm (1.0 inches
0.889 mm (0.035 inches)
508 mm (20 inches)
102 mm (4 inches)
127 mm (5 inches)
18°C (32°F)
304 SS/60 Mesh
1
0.43 mm (0.017 inch)
Experimentally tested to 4.5 kW t.
4-17
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Table 4-5. Initial TES System Definition
Thermal Stora a Material
67NaF-33MgF2 UPParameter
Power Level 53 kW 53 kW
Melting Point 827°C (1520°F) 857°C (1575°F)
Storage Time (Latent + Sensible) 1.27 hr 1.88 hr
Approximate Container AT 41.6°C (74.9°F) 40.3°C (72.5°F)
Weight
_h&_ lbs -h&-- lbs
Total 550.0 1212 550.0 1212
TES Material 346.3 736 346.1 763
Cans 68.3 151 75.7 167
Containment Vessel 114.9 253 107.7 237
Wire Mesh and Sodium 12.4 27 13.0 29
Can Support 8.1
mm
18
in.
7.5
mm
16
in.Dimensions-Containment Vessel
Length 653 25.7 653 25.7
Diameter 646 25.4 624 24.6
Thickness 6.35 0.25 6.35 0.25
Dimensions-TES Cans mm in. mm in.
Length 622 24.5 605 23.8
Diameter 58.4 2.3 48.2 1.89
Thickness 0.76 0.03 0.76 003
Number of TES Cans 97 135
1
4-18
Table 4-6. TES Secondary Heat Pipe Wicking
Wicking Location
Effective
Pore Size
(m x 10-6)
Wick
Thickness
(mm) Type
Primary Heat Pipes 0.74 0.32 200 Mesh SS Screen
3 Layers
TES Capsules 0.74 0.213 200 Mesh SS Screen
2 Layers
TES Containment Cylinder 0.74 0.32 200 Mesh SS Screen
(Circumferential) 3 Layers
Header Plate (Radial) 17.51 3.175 FM1108 SS 1/8" Thick
Front End (Radial) 20.1 1.59 FM1103 SS 1/16" Thick
Aft End (Radial) 20.1 1.59 FM1103 SS 1/16" Thick
4-19
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.. Analvsls of tho heat flow In the system cimishl e red Its tempera-
ture regulation by the molten salt, the affect of vontatner AT at full
power extraction and the influence of operating the salt :storage over a
^.	
temperature range 8°C (15°F) above the melting point and 5.6°C (10°F)
below the melting point. The maximum operating temperature range of the
various components as a result of these temperature gradients and allowable
excursions is given in Table 4-7.
c. Engine-Generator. The engine-generator disign was not a part
of the scope of work covered by this contract. However, to complete the
conceptual design of the solar receiver and TES systems some basic defini-
tion for these units was necessary. Certain requirments were stipulated
by the JPL guidelines as indicated above in Table 2-1 and from these
guidelines further component definitions were generated by Stirling engine
development ;personnel at General Electric Company, Valley Forge Space
Center. These engineering definitions were based on assumptions which
may or may not prove valid after more concentrated studies in this area.
They were, however, utilized in the preparation of conceptual design
layout and are indicated in Table 4-8.
In addition to a definition of the engine-generator components,
other considerations with regard to interfacing the engine-generator with
the TES system must be reviewed. The mechanical interface requires a
means of making the Stirling HX tubes accessible to condensing sodium
vapors and providing a return path for condensate to the TES. Methods
of mounting, supporting and attaching the engine to the TES and in in-
corporating means of compensating for thermal expansion, provisions for
leak tight sodium joints, and insulation to reduce TES containment heat
loss at the aft end were all vital design factors which were considered
in subsystem integration and overall system definition.
d. Focal Mount Support. The concentrator design was not included
in the scope of work covered by this study contract. To complete the
conceptual design some definition of the concentrator focal mount support
!	 was, however, necessary. Guidelines were furnished by JPL defining the
concentrator capabilities as indicated above in Table 2-1.
It was further determined that the concentrator would include a focal
mount system support structure capable of supporting a 1365 kg (3000 lb.)
load at or near the concentrator focal point. A structural support ring
with a diameter of 762 mm (30 in.) was prescribed to accommodate the
support of the solar receiver / TES system.
w
All services to the focal mounted system and electrical power
from the system would interface at the support ring. Assembly and dis-
assembly of the focal mounted system from the concentrator system would
also be at the support ring.
No structural analysis, vibration analysis, etc., of the heat pipe
_	 solar receiver/ TES engine-generator, as regards the concentrator mounting,
was a part of the initial design requirement.
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Table 4-8. Engine Generator Dafinition
`	
En ine:
1.
Kinematic Type, Rhombic Drive
Working Fluid Helium
Operating Pressure Level 17.3 MPa (25U0 Asia)
Speed 1800 RPM
Swept Volume 244 cm 	 (14.9 in. 3)
Bore 76 mm (3.0 in.)
Stroke 53 mm (2.1 in.)
Phase Angle 900
Swept Volume Ratio 1.0
Pressure Ratio 1.82
Dead Volume 610 cm'	 (37.2 in. 3)
Displacer ti152 mm (6 in.) long
Cylinder 1%,356 mm (14 in.) 	 long
i	 Power Piston 76-100 mm (3-4 in.) long
Estimated Weight 136-160 kg (300-350 lbs.)
1	 AP 0.13 MPa (18.9 psi)
Coolant System Not Defined
No. of Heat Exchanger Tubes 24
I.D. of Heat Exchanger Tubes 4.2 mm (0.164 in.)
Length of Heat Exchanger Tubes 554 mm (21.8 in.)
* Heat Exchanger Tube Wall Thickness 1.7 mm (0.068 in.)
`	 Heat Exchanger Wall AT 67°C (120°F)
1	Heat Exchanger Tube AP 0.04 MPa (5.8 psi)
Heat Exchanger Tube Void Volume 177 cm 	 (10.8 in. 3)
* Based on HS-188 Material.
Generator:
Direct Drive 1800 RPM
Induction Type
Est. Weight 90 kg (200 lbs)
Cooling Integral Fan
120/208 Volt, 3 gyp. 60 Hz
4-22
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4,	 Mechanical Design
The basic design for the focus mounted system is shown in Figures
4-7 and 4-8. This system, for descriptive purposes, will be broken down
into four subsystems as follows:
• The Primary Heat Pipe Solar Receiver (HPSR)
• The Thermal Energy Storage System (TES)
• The Stirling EngineiGenerator
e The System Mounting or Concentrator Mounting Ring
A parts list for the entire focus mounted system is shown in Table
4-9. The part numbers called out in the table correspond to numbers on
the drawing, Figure 4-7. The part y list provides a brief description,
indicates the number required, specifieai the presently selected material
and lists the material configuration, approximate dimensions and weight.
a. Primary Heat Pipe Solar Receiver_. The primary heat pipe solar
recr; •j'c., as shown in Figure 4-7, consists of twenty-seven 25 mm (1 in.)
diameter heat pipes located on a diameter slightly greater than the 0.26 m
(10.1 in.) diameter aperture. As shown in Sectio- AA, the tubes are
flattened for approximately 0.51 m (20 in.) over their overall 0.74 m
(29 in.) length. Prior to flattening, a 60 mesh tubular stainless steel
wire screen would be inserted inside the tube and expanded along the en-
tire length of the evaporator section. A manufacturing process for pro-
ducing the tubular screen and expanding the screen inside of the heat
pipe has been developed. A description of the fabrication and testing
of primary heat pipes is given in Section IV-136.
The pressure inside the heat pipe will range from a vacuum at am-
bient conditions to approximately 1.03 x 10 5 Pa (15 psis) at operating
temperature. At the operating; temperature, circumferential and longi-
tudinal stresses due to internal pressure will be negligible. Stresses
due to the long cantilever length of the pipes are approximately 2.76 x
106 Pa (400 psi). Fatigue stresses due to vibration which might be im-
posed by the Stirling engine cannot be analyzed at this time. The low
stresses imposed on the heat pipes, therefore, allow considerable latitude
in the selection of a material. Oxidation and sodium corrosion resistance
will be the primary factors in material selection. A stainless steel,
6uch as AISI Type 310 (or Type 321) has been indicated in the parts list.
The rear face of the cavity type solar receiver was originally con-
ceived to contain a single flat plate type heat pipe. A later decision
was reached not to incorporate this heat pipe but to allow that uncooled
surface to reflect and reradiate heat to the heat pipes which form the
.,ylindur wall.
The heat pipe cluster is surrounded by a can type cavity inner wall
liner. This liner is supported at the rear by the heat pipes and at the
front by the low thermal expansion Cordterite ceramic ring. It is free
to exapnd thermally along its axis. AISI Type 310 stainless steel approxi-
mately 0.8 mm (0.030 in.) *_hick has been selected for the mzzerial be-
cause of 4*s oxidation resistance.
r
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Table 4-9.	 Parts List for the Focal Mounted System Basic Design
Part No. Weight
No. Description Req d. Material Configuration Size Lh.
1 Primary Heat Pipes 27 3111	 SS I" On Tulle 11.035"	 wall 85.7
2 Flat Plate Heat Pipe 1 310 SS 1" On Tube h 0.015" wall	 1/8" 2.4
plate plate
3 Wicking, Primary HP F.vap. End 1 layer 304 SS 60 Mesh 124	 ft 2 /27 pts. 29.6
0.231 lb/ft'
4 Wicking, Primary HP Cond. End 3 layers 304 SS bO mesh 9.2	 ft	 /28 pts. 2.2
(outside) 0.0075" wire
dia.Y	
5 Flat Head (Front of containment 1 HA-188 Forging 1/4 to 112" thick 33.2
vessel)
36 MIN-K Insulation AR MIN-K Block 0.0116 Win 169.9
7 Receiver Internal Wall 1 310 SS Sheet 0.030" thick 4.1
8 Cordierite Front Ring 1 Cordierite Cast 2" thick 67.7
9 Convection Shield 1 310 SS Sheet 0.030" thick 2.9
10 Front Inner Vacuum Casing 1 INCO 617 Sheet 1/8" thick 117.4
11 Front outer Vacuum Casing I C Steel Plate 3/16" thick 145.1
I	 12 Bellows Guide Ring 1 C Steel Sheet 3/16" thick )
13 Bellows I C Steel Sheet -	 ` 19.1
14 Bellows Shroud 1 C Steel Sheet 0.030" thick,
15 Aft Outer Vacuum Casing 1 C Steel Sheet 3/16" thick 200.0
16 TF.S Containment Cylinder 1 INCO 617 Sheet 1/8" thick 107.0
17 Mounting Ring 1 C Steel Angle 112" thick 32.3
18 Aft Inner Vacuum Casing 1 INCO 617 Sheet 1/8" thick 35.7
19 Multifoil Radiation Insulation AR 304 SS Foil 0.0015"	 thick 443.4
20 Aft Flat Head 1 HA-188 Forging 3/8" thick 48.5
21 Stirling Engine Support Cone 1 C Steel Plate 1/4"	 thick ti 20.0
22 Stirling Engine 1 - - -
23 Sodium Fill Port 1 321	 SS Tulle 0.1175"	 thick wall -
24 Expansion Bellows 1 HA-18H Sheet - 4.0
25 Stirling Engine Heat Exchanger 1 - Multiple-Tube - -
1	 26 Rear Capsule Support Plate 1 HA-188 Sheet 1/H"	 thick 48.5
27 TES Capsule 104 316 SS Tube 1.9"	 dia.,	 '24"	 ln.)
0.030" wall
	 t 173.5
28 TES Capsule 36 316 5S Tube 1.9"	 dia.,	 15"	 ln..1 w/o LiF
0.030" wall
29 Aft Capsule Support Wicking 1 FM1101 Fibermetal Porosity 0.9, 0.15" 31.0
j SS Sheet thick, 25" dia.
30 Wick Containment Washers AR 304 SS Sheet N/I
231 TES Containment Cylinder Nicking 4 layers 304 SS 60 mesh 81	 ft 19.4
32 Forward Capsule Support Wicking 1 FM1101 Fibermetal Porosity 0.9, 0.15" 16.7
SS Sheet thick,	 25" dia.
33 Forward Flat Head Wicking 1 FM1103 Fibermetal Porosity 0.7, 0.40" 48.7
SS Sheet thick,	 25" dia.
34 TES Capsule Wicking 2 layers 304 SS 60 mesh 275	 ft 2 65.7
35 Front Capsule Support Mount 1 INCO 617 Bar - 48.5
36 Rear Capsule Support Mount I INCO 617 Bar - -
37 Front Capsule Support Plate 1 NA-188 Plate 1/4"	 thick 34.0
38 Lifting Eye 1 C Steel -
39 Capsule Assy . Tie Bolt 6 Sleeve 4 C Steel Assembly Tools -
40 Lithium Fluoride AR I.1F Bulk In TES Tubes 792.0
4, Insulation AR Fiberglas Blanket 1'.,	 lh/ft3
42 Wind Shield 1 710 SS Sheet 0.030
43 Sodium,	 Primary HP Sodium Liquid Metal - 0.%
44 Sodium, Secondary Heat Pipe Sodium liquid Metal - 12.5
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The annulus between the cavity liner 	 and the front inner vacuum
. casing is filled with low thermal conductivity insulation.
	 The drawing
indicates MIN-K 2000 insulation at a density of 320 kg/m3 (20 lbs/ft3).
This material is a mixture of inorganic oxides,with silica and titanic
being the most prevalent compounds. 	 It can be provided in block or powdered
form.	 Its thermal conductivity at a mean temperature of 538°C (1000°F)
in air is approximately 0.036 W/m-°C (0.21 Btu/hr-ft-°F).
	 This material
is very expensive compared to insulations such as Fiberfrax®
 or Cerafelt.
the latter, however, are not as good insulators.
	 Since the outer vacuum
insulation jacket extends the entire length of the cavity receiver, the
need for MIN-K insulation is questionable and it is more likely that
Fiberfrax®
 or some cheaper material would actually be used. 	 To prevent
excessive heat losses from the TES containment vessel, MIN -K insulation
in block form would be employed at the far end of the solar receiver cavity.
• Me front inner vacuum casing (PN 10) supports the Cordierite aper-
ture ring and contains the solar receiver cavity insulation.
	
The parts
list indicates this material as INCO 617; however, as this shell extends
.. further from the TES containment front head its temperature decreases.
On the basis of design analyses, it appears stair:l.ess steel AISI Type 321
could be utilized at a point where this shell extends approximately 0.2 m
(8 in.) forward of the TES front head.	 This would require a weld joint
+ and the economics of a weld joint vs. extending the INCO 617 all the way
. forward to the front outer vacuum casing would be the determining factor.
The front outer vacuum jacket casing (PN l.i) carries the solar re-
ceiver and a portion of the TES weight back to the mounting ring. An
expansion bellows with guide ring compensates for thermal expansion be-
tween the inner and outer shells. Mul.tifoil radiation insulation in the
vacuum jacket reduces heat losses from the solar receiver and TES system
to a minimal amount (alternative thermal insulations are discussed under
Section IV-B which assesses the design). The outer jacket further pro-
vides a method of supporting the entire focus mounted system without
allowing direct heat conduction paths from the TES system or other hot
parts to the mounting ring. It also provides a secondary containment
for a portion of the TES containment vessel (i.e., shell only).
b. Thermal Energy Storage System (TES). The TES system consists
of a cylindrical containment vessel with flat front and rear heads. The
solar receiver heat pipes are welded in the forward head and the Stirling
f	
heat exchanger protrudes through the rear head. The Stirling engine
cylinder is sealed to the rear read with an expansion bellows. One-
hundred forty LiF-filled tubular capsules supported by front and rear
support plates are located in a hexagonal pattern inside the cylindrical
shell. Capsules are approximately 51 mm (2.0 in.) in diameter, 36 of
which are 0.38 m (15 in.) long and 104 of which are 0.61 m (24 in.) long.
All surfaces are wicked as described previously. The front and rear
capsule support plates contain holes into which the capsule support pins
are inserted during assembly and Boles for vapor passage. The interstitial
spaces between capsules provide an axial path for sodium vapor to travel
throughout the TES system.
® Registered Tradename
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The TES	 .,nd their front and rear support plates, along,
with wicking, would be assembled as a packaged core and then inserted
into the containment vessel. Temporary tie bolts would contain the cap-
sule core during; assembly. The capsule assembly is supported from mounts
I	 welded to the inside of the cylindrical containment vessel. Rotating the
capsule assembly locks this unit into the containment vessel. Thermal
expansion of capsules relative to the containment vessel is taken up by
the rear capsule pins sliding, in the rear support plate. The rear wicking
is held in contact with the aft end of the capsules by washers welded to
the rear capsule pins.
ill
	
	 The TEE, front head sees little, if any, pressure differential at
operating temperatures, and at ambient temperatures is subjected to a
differential pressure of 1.0 x 10 5 Pa (14.7 psi). Since the vapor pres-
sure of sodium rises at a very slow rate with increasing temperature, and
material allowable stress decreases with temperature at a faster rate,
S	
a plot of head wall thickness vs. temperature for INCO 617 and HA-188 was
prepared; see figure 4- q . These curves indicate the need, at this point
in the design study, for 11A-188 if reasonable wall thicknesses are to be
utilized in head construction. Trends in the cost of cobalt alloys have,
since the design, excluded the use of this material.. Pressure differen-
tials were obtained from data on sodium vapor pressure and from material
allowable stresses as indicated in Figure 4-10. Wall thickness calcula-
tions were based on formulas for Unstayed Flat Heads as found in Section
VIII of the ASME Code. No effort was made to calculate ligament strengths
(i.e., area between heat pipes); however, additional metal thickness in
this area will be necessary to keep stresses within the allowable value.
A much more rigorous stress and thermal analysis of the head would be
conducted in a detailed design phase. Oxidation and corrosion allowances
would also be factored into calculations at that time. Although the de-
sign does not require ASME Code approval due to the low operating pres-
sure, ASME code design, fabrication and test procedures would be utilized
wherever possible.
{ The cy lindrical shell of the TES containment vessel sees no dif-
ferential pressure at ambient conditions since it is surrounded by a
vacuum :jacket bu l  sees a differential pressure of approximately 0.8 x 10 5 Pa
i	 (12 psi) at maximum operating temperature. Using formulas for circtim-
ferentiai and longitudinal stress from Section VITI of the ASME Code and
ass,mling a joint efficiency of 1..0, a wall thickness of approximately
2.`i mm (0.100 in.), utilizing M CO h17, is indicated. This does not in-
elude loads impo ,.icd by the TITS capsule supports, bending mounts or vi-
brational loads imposed by the Stirling engine.
J
	
	
'Me rear head is exposed to the Name prestillros as the front head.
The large opening for the Stirling engine heat exchanger will require
adequate reinforcement as shown on the. drawing. Like the front head and
cy lindrical shell, this structure will require a detailed thermal and
5tross analysis. The forward and rear heads are both depicted as welded
assemblies on the drawing; however, a forging might actually be utilized
in mass production.
^V
'1'lle TES tubular capsules containing LiF are Made from 0.76 mm
(0.030 in.) thick Type 316 stainless steel. Similar size capsules have
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been manufactured from Cb- 17.r foi• lol,,
 earth orbit space power appl ica-
t.	 tioas and tested initially for liver 5000 thermal cycles and, more recently,
for tens of thousands of hour.. The capability of using more economic
materials must be established.
The front capsule support plate carries the entire TES capsule
load of about 454 ks; (1000 lbs.) at high sun angles. This load is trans-
ferred to the TES system containmentvessel through the locking supports.
Its thickness is indicated as 6.4 mm (0.25 in.). A simple, flat, circular
plate uniforml y
 loaded with edge supports was assumed in calculating the
plate thickness. Capsule front support pins are welded to this plate so
that thermal expansion is in the aft direction. Whin the concentrator is
in the stowed position the TES capsule weight is also taken by the front
support plate.
The major uncertaint y in the design is the ability of wicking to
transport adequate sodium liquid to the condenser section of the heat
pipes and outer surfaces of the heat storafc containment capsules. At
low sun elevations (tile worst condition), the wicking must be capable
of pumping sodium approximately 0.45 m (IS in.) higli against the force
of gravity. Before proceeding with more extensive design effort, expert-
mental demonstration of the wicking concept in a configuration similar to
the basic design would be highly desirable. Eas y fluid wicking tests
are reported herein under Section IV-B7 for design verification purposes
and additional modular experimental work in this area using sodium heat
pipes and fused sale: storage has since been initiated under a separate
contract.
C. 3tit'lin,; i:ngine-:encr,itor.	 This study was intend^•d to rely
U11011 a separate Stirling engine program for definition of the Stirling
engine. Since that program had not started, it was necessary to base
the Stirling engine-generator configuration on other available, but more
generalized, information for this init ia l conceptual design. The layout
drawing and isomt-tric for the basic design depict a horizontal cylinder
rhombic drive type crankcase with a direct connection to an 1800 RPM, 3-
phase induction generator. t: mounting flange oil 	 lower portion (i.e.,
power piston area) of the cylinder is indicated. This flange is attached
to the ,junction of outer and inner c y lindrical casings with a bolted
conical structure. Lightenin i: holes in the case provide :1 means of ill-
stalling MIN-h insulation to insulate the c y linder and rear 7TF.S systvni
head. The ligatening holes would be covered with sheetmetal to prevent
weather penetration. A metallic hellows assembl y attaches the `,tirlhig
cvlin&r heats to the TF:S s ystem rear lu`ad. A ,louble or triple plv bellows
with a ::ensue' for detect ins; leaks w, l uld probabl y he emplOved. The Stirl-
ing engine-generator loads arc transmitted throti i,h tit, , outer casing
(vacuum ,jacket) into the focal point system mounting ring. Ditterences
In thermal expansion between the inner and ,alter c.ising .ere compensated
for by the metal hollows ill the cuter casini:.	 A slip tvpe bellows :nidr-
ring removes lateral loads f rural till' bellows.
d. System `ounting. Figure 4-8 indicates the configuration too
m1 1 1111ting the focal peitlt systeill to a 7h '  mm (30 in.) diameter ,'0lliel1tr.1toi_
mounting rills;. Tilt' tubular t ype ring is merel y a concept and no attempt
to .analyze stress in such a system has been made. The focus m, , unted s ys-
4- 11
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tom mounting ring; wouhl he bolted to the concentrator ring after the assembly
is lifted into position. The focal system mounting; ring would be welded
to the vacuum .'jacket casing at the center of gravity of the focus mounted
s ystem. As the system heats up, thermal expansion would cause the aperture
(focal point) to move forward (toward the concentrator) slightly.
Electric power wiring and other required engine-generator services
would he clamped to the side of the focus mounted system and led forward
to the concentrator mounting ring. These service lines would then he run
down to the concentrator through the tubular struts.
e. Weight and CC, Analysis. The weight analysis of the TES system
was important not only in and of itself but also for cost analysis purposes.
'Me whole system was broken down into parts; the material, .tensity, and
volume were then calculated and from that the weights were determined.
Table 4-10 presents a breakdown of weight by components for the system.
The weights used for the Stirling engine and generator are esti-
mates based on the Phillips 1-98 engine and an induction generator of
approximately 20 W rating. A more detailed breakdown of weights was
given above in the parts list, Table 4-9.
The center of gravity for the primary design heat pipe heat trans-
port system is located 27 1) mm (11.0 in.) aft of the forward flat head
welded assembl y
 on the centerline of the system.
The weight of this initial design concept was higher than the
initial target of 1365 kg (3000 lb.); design assessments discussed be-
low point to the possible design modifications for weight and cost re-
ductions.
R.	 DESIGN ASSESSMENT OF TIiF. HEAT PIPE SOLAR RECEIVER
1.	 Resign Assessment Objectives
The conceptual design of the heat pipe heat receiver with TES was
assessed in various areas for potential future improvements in weight,
cost, performance and reliabilit y . As design guidelines were exported
to change in the use of specificall y selected Stirling engine-generators
and concentrator systems during the course of further prototype develop-
ment work, these assessments were expected to provide guidance to later
progressive improvements in the design of prototypes which could he de-
-;igtlt'd and built for near-term development and for the later design of
mass producible, low cost, advanced unit., which would he required ill
 of more fully developed systems.
I
TES Materials Alternatives
Alternative thermal energy storage materials have been considered
including, in decreasing order of thermal storage efficienc %, and relative
cost, LiF, o/NaF-33MgF ,) and Na)CO .1 . A comparison of the relative • costs
of these materials per kWh for ti l e basic material and for the additional
cost of containment in stainless steel cont.iiners according to the design
concept is .;hewn in 'fable 4-11.	 Basic salt cost~ are g.,iven for current
large quantit y purchase and for future mass production costs of the
fluoride salts using ,  lower cost flu0rosilictc acid In plac er of hYdro-
fluoric acid.
4-32
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Table 4-10. Weights for the Heat Pipe Heat Transport TES System
Mass
(	 Item kg lb o of Total Weight
IReceiver 210 462 16
TES Area Structured 181 399 14
TES Salt 359 791 28
TES Cans 79 174 6
TES Area Wicking and Sodium 86 190 7
f
(	 Multifoil Insulation 201 443 16
f	 Outside Steel Shell 157 346 12
II	 Total 1273 2805
Stirling; Engine	 (Estimate)
i
147 324
Generator.	 (Estimate) 08 150
fTotal 1488 3279
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As	 inttI:tIl y
	contained,	 the costs por
	 kWh	 Ior	 the more expensive
high efficienc y
	aLii'	 re greater
	
thin	 those
	 for	 the N.-IF-Mg F . )	 salt.
	
The
NaiCO 33 salt, because of	 _ts comparatively lower latent heat, apparently
cannof compete with the mixed fluoride salt.
	 The current cost advantage
of the contained wicked and structurally supported mixed fluoride is about
twice that of the LiF,	 but, as the cost of both salts can be expected to
drop significantl y
 in the future,
	 this advantage can he expected to be
reduced to near equivalenc y .	 Furthermore,
	 the higher efficiency TES
1 materials offer cost advantages in the reduced amount of wicking,
	 struc-
tural support and external heat pipe containment costs which must be
attributed to
	 total TES costs. 	 Design efforts to reduce the ratio 	 ofU non salt to salt weights and costE will move the reduced cost systems
toward the selection of the less expensive mixed fluoride.
G Other material properties, such as the higher thermal conductivity
of the mixed fluoride which was utilized in the calculation of thermal
gradients and in -he selection of containment cylinder diameter and cost,
can effect TES costs per kWh.	 More accurate thermal propert y data is
! needed in order to continue to assess more accuratel y the relative merits
of various materials.
Lower costs in future designs will also require minimization in
both the amount and cost per pound of additional materials used in struc-
tural wicking, and containment. More advanced design concepts beyond the
initial prototype demonstration designs can address the opportunities of
providing multifunctional uses to various components in order to achieve
this. For example, the wicking might he provided integrally with the
TES containment system, structural support might be provided in alternate
ways and significant wicking might be eliminated.
3.	 TES Duration
A determination of the incremental cost of thermal energy storage
requires a consideration of not only the change in the amount of salt
and salt containment but also of the changes that can he expected in the
total heat pips wicking, structural support, sodium containment and
thermal insulation. To determine this total design cost sensitivity to
changes in TES duration, a 15 minute duration TES system with its solar
receiver was designed and costed using, as a basis of comparison, the
1.27 hours TES duration design featuring NaF-MgF
	 The analvsis was
performed in the same manner as the cost analysis chat was performed
earlier and used the same cost data. The quarter-hour system, :shown in
Figure 4-11, is essentiall y a reduced length version of the initial con-
ceptual design. For direct cost comparison purposes, materials of con-
struction remain the same. This is an initial concept system, involving
the use of alloys such as HA-188, and does not reflect the use of cost-
cutting techniques. Costs of the parts were based solely on their weights,
which is a reasonable assumption for mass produced items.
It should be noted that, when going to a smaller thermal storage
time, by removing 'ri:S cartridges, the power extracted from each cartridge
increases, thus increasing the temlivrature gradient in the cartridge.
Thus, the diameter of each TES material cartridge had to be reduced to
retain about the same temperature drop, as shown in 'fable 4-12. This
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Table 4-12. Comparison of Thermal Energy Storage
With Differing Duration
Capsule Size
Weight of Salt
(67%NaF-33%MgF2)
Weight of Overall System
(without engine or generator)
Number of Capsules
Discharged Capsule Temperature
Gradient
Center of Gravity of Solar
Receiver/TES (distance from
the primary heat pipe bulkhead)
Material Cost
Storage Time
1/4 Hour
	
(Nominal)	 1.27 Hour
	
TES System	 TES System
318 x 32 mm	 622 x 58.4 mm
(12.5 x 1.3 in.)	 (24.5 x 2.3 in.)
20 mm (0.8 in.)
	
279 mm (11 in.)
$6400	 $10,400
0. 30 hr	 1.27 hr
81 kg (178 lbs)	 330 kg (728 lbs)
680 kg (1500 lbs)	 1124 kg (2478 lbs)
151
	
97
31°C (56°F)
	
40°C (72°F)
* Includes latent heat plus 5', °C (100°F) sensible heat for struct;re and
1/4 oL salt.
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had the effect of greatly increasing; the amount of structure associated
with each unit of T1:S material and tended to keep the total cost from de-
creasing at the same rate as the storage time. Obviously, alternate and
unique design concepts should be used for very short duration 'ES designs
for optimization purposes. 'l1ae elasticized design presented here was
done for the purpose of establishing; cost trends for the 'rES duration
within the comparable constraints of a fixed design concept.
When the materials costs for the 15 minute system are compared to
those for the 1.27 hour system, as shown in the materials cost vs. storage
time plot of Figure 4-12, the slope of the line tends to represent the
storage cost per hour for a 52.5 W t
 system. Thus, the materials cost
of all components affected by a change in TES storage is of the order of
$79.50/kWh t . It is apparent that the ,,
	 age cost per kWh t
 is not linear
with storage time and that the deviations ..e greatest at storage times
below 15 minutes and must deviate significantly at times beyond 1.27 hours.
The above comparison illustrates the requirements that an ideal
salt must have. Since a thermal energy storage system must have some
structure associated with it, it is desirable to have as high a latent
heat for the salt as possible and thus maximize the "heat storage per
unit of structural weight". Additionally, it is desirable to minimize
Lite ratio of structure/containment/wicking to salt by multifunctional
design. On the other hand, allowing; the cost of the salt to be too large
makes the..  TES system too expensive and the cost per kWh t
 agein goes up.
A second point which is apparent from the above anal ysis is that
the cost of energy storage for a small unit and for short time periods
may
 be high when compared to much larger systems. The rules of scale
probably .apply to TES, and especially for closel y coupled systems. At
low storage periods the real gain may turn out to be due to the economics
of closely coupling; the source of heat, the storage medium, a pd the power
conversion system (thus greatly reducing; the costs of other heat trans-
port portions of a competing system such as ^^a:.., , valves, pipes, insula-
tion, controls, etc.) rather than to the cost of the TES, itself.
It is clear from the above discussion that these preliminary costs
for thermal tnergy storage are too high for attractiveness in mass pro-
fduction. Most of the cost is associated with the containment and sup-
`	 port hardware rather than with the TES material. This is tlae area where
cost improvement can be effected by means of both design improvements and,
1	
eventually, reduced cost in mass production. This improvement requires
1	 both development of a workable system and a considerable amount of ef-
fort by manufacturing; engineers downstream as these units become com-
mer:-talized. Even with a great deal of development, much necessary_ and
1 .	 predictable cost reduction can only he accomplished >: experience is
gained both in design improvements and in manufacturing methods.
•i.	 TES Without !teat 'Transport
Thermal enorg;y storage withotat heat transport is l invited b y the
large temperature gradients that develop within the TES mntert:al which
are necessary to extract the thermal energ y 'It the required rates.
Generally, nonmetallic TES materials have rather poor thermal conductivi-
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it's 'a:liill 1111`.I^ls	 l^l,lt	 .I	 I,11'^',e	 t elllpt`Y: Itlll't` 	 \;I.Itlli'lll	 l:c	 Ilt'l't`ssilry
	 tki I11oV1'
tilt, !:..It a dI ,;I.lalce nh t rt , t11.111 a Vt , 1 , V tow Inches t11rough the Mate rI aIs.
V I I o 11 1 1 1 1 1oill tlioll bet'tt:llt,s Mlle t i t t'I't'M illy; tilt` KVolllet rV s tic 11 that the dis-
tanct, through the TFS material is short :and/or improving the thermal
conductivity of the TES material. Both of these options wore investi-
gated.
Based on a very limited anal y sis of the Stirling; t,llgine heat ex-
changer, it was determined that the engine exchanger could be designed
for direct TFS purposes to consist of only 12 tubes, cacti 7h' min (30 in.)
in length. This would permit a much deeper penetration of tilt` TFS ma-
terial by the Stirling heat exchanger tubes and it would allow more ma-
terial to be wrapped around the tubes than is possihle for the type of
shorter tube heat exchanger that was used with the conceptual heat pipe
design; thus a longer thermal eneto;y storage cou-ld he achieved.
Tyro overall system geometries were investigated. The first, shin.'»
in Fi^ure 4-13 has the finned Stirling engine heat exchanger tubes (fins
not shown for clarit y ) running circumferentially around the wall of the
receiver in the middle of an annular region filled with salt. 791 is
arrangement would probably have the most uniform temperature in the TFS
material around the exchanger tubes and therefore the minimum thermal
expansion induced stresses. in the second system, depicted in Figure
4-14 0 the heat exchanger tubes run radiall y outward which allows the wall
of the receiver to be scalloped; this in turn, increases tilt , surface area
of the receiver and improves the absorption of the solar energy.
Both s ystems have storage times oil the order of 15 minutes. Their
temperature drop between the receiverwall and the helitam in the exchanger
tubes is approximately the same as the heat pipesolar receiver/TFS unit.
Both designs also assume that the thermal conductivity of the TFS material
may be increased either by the use of tins or by imbedding the TES ma-
terial with another material of higher thermal conductivity.
In .order for this ty pe ot system to be successfully developed, it
is important that sufficient flexibilit y in the Stirling engine heat t,\-
changer design be available to permit the optiwization of the combined
receiver-heat ex^llanger. The finned tube heat exc h,nlger Configuration
and either the convoluted or cy lindrical wallsolar receiver/'l9?S cavity
dt`slgn impose unique t:abrtcation problems arid, particularl y , tilt` retluire-
ment for extviisivc heat transfer .111d stress an al y sis to evalu.lte per-
formance and operating reliability under low cycle fatigut , conditions.
5.	 Thermal Insulation
Cost analysis of the conceptual design indicated that the ins111:1-
tion was a significant hart of the overall cost. It was also realized
that, though the vacuum n 	 siultifoil in ulation	 a accomplished in onl y n
inch or two what other insulations required approximately 'tit) 111m (N ill.)
to accomplish, the high cost of steel foil made this option prohibitively
expensive. In addition, the cost of maintaining a good vactluml over the
life of the s ystem was in doubt. Since limits on the di.lmeter of tilt
systen were not of major significance to the concentrator s y stvill, tilt,
opportunit y of making a major reduction of tilt` c yst for tilt , thermal ill-
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sulation was investigated. The use of more bulky, but lighter weight and
less expensive fibrous Insulation was then considered.
Since the costs for fibrous insulation generally decrease with
decreasing; maximum service temperature (until cryogenic temperatures are
reached), the cheapest insulation package would consist of two or more
layers of commercial insulation. The inner, more costly insulation would
have relatively high temperature capability and would extend only so far
as needed to bring the temperature down to the point where a less costly
insulation, such as fiberglass could be used. The definition of the in-
sulation package is a function of the energy lost through it, the inner
radius, interface temperature between the two types of insulation, the
thermal conductivities of the insulation materials and the total allowable
insulation thickness. A parametric analysis was performed to optimize the
insulation package. This analysis was performed to include all the com-
binations of two high temperature, two low temperature, and one inter-
mediate temperature insulation and to calculate the cost, weight, and
thicknesses necessary for a range of heat losses.
Relationships between the cost, thickness, weight, and energy lost
through the four lowest cost insulation combinations are given in Figures
4-15, 4-16 and 4-17. It should be noted that the loss rate through multi-
foil insulation, as currently designed, is about 1.07 kW (3650 Btu/h).
Also, the cellular insulation was assumed to consist of a 1016 mm (40 in.)
long cylinder with an inside diameter of 616 mm (24.25 in.), similar to
the multifoil insulation. To insulate this section with multifoil insula-
tion costs about 51100 for the foil alone. Figure 4-15 clearly shows
that substantial savings can be achieved either in cost (below $1100) or
in thermal loss (below 1.07 kW) by going to a two layer fibrous insula-
tion without tine use of vacuum. Several important conclusions were drawn
from the analysis Which would he valid regardless of which brands of in-
sulation were ultimately used.
First, significanL savings over vacuum multifoil type insulation
can be achieved in the areas of weight and cost at the expense of thick-
ness. While the data is provided for insulation thickness up to 660 mm
(26 in.), some tradeoff will have to be performed to establish the cost
effects of the shadowing and of increased outer structure and mounting
that are incurred as the diameter of the receiver/TES increases.
Second, cellular type insulations, in reasonable thicknesses
of around 150 to 200 mm (6 to 8 in.), can perform as well or better than
the current multifoil design. In the current design about half of the
losses are through the side wall insulation. Should the thickness of
insulation prove to be of lesser importance than the thermal losses, the
performance of the insulations can be improved by increasing the thick-
nesses.
Third, the overall cost of the insulation package is extremely
dependent on the price that can be obtained in large orders for the in-
sulation materials. The analysis performed here was based on current
list prices and costs are therefore probably higher than those which would
occur in mass production.
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Finally, the overall weight of the cellular insulation system would
onl y be about half that of a steel vacuum multifoll system for the cur-
rent design thennal loss. This opens up the option of reducing this
thermal loss without any additional weight penalty or of providing other
design improvements with the weight saved.
6.	 [teat Pipe Confirmation Testing
The primary heat pipes in the receiver were designed to transfer
2300 watts each at maximum solar heat flux conditions. Experimental tests
were conducted to verify the power transfer capabilities of these heat
pipes at various angles of inclination to the horizontal and at various
heat flux conditions. The tests also served as a means to identify per-
formance during startup.
Five heat pipes were fabricated, assembled and filled with sodium.
The various components of the heat pipes,excluding internal wicking al-
ready installed within the pipes,are shown in Figure 4-18. The five heat
pipes with wicking installed and ready for final vacuum bake-out are shown
in Figure 4-19. These heat pipes included:
(1) The reference design heat pipe with 60 mesh stainless steel
wicking in the evaporator section.
(2) A similar heat pipe with 3.8/mm (96/in.) spiral grooves,
0.25 mm (0.010 in.) deep in the evaporator area.
!3) A heat pipe similar to the second, but with additional longi-
tudinal grooves 0.25 mm (0.010 in.) deep and 1 mm apart.
(4) A flattened heat pipe similar to the reference design but
with 60 mesh wick extending the full length of the heat pipe.
(5) A circular cross section heat pipe with 60 mesh wicking in
the evaporator area.
Prior to filling with sodium these heat pipes were baked-out in
vaccum at 982°C (1800°F) for 1/2 hour and retained in sealed polyethylene
bags filled with a protective argon atmosphere. They were then filled
with sodium, sealed in vacuum and mass spectrograph helium leak tested
after being pressurized in helium. The sodium filling procedure and the
manufacturing procedures for the heat pipes are included in a separate
Topical Report*.
The heat pipes instrumented with several sheathed thermocouples
were installed in the heat pipe test facility. The heat pipes were cooled
by the high velocity air at the condenser and were heated by clam shell
heaters. These features and the installation of the heat pipes in the
test facility are shown in Figures 4-20, 4-21 and 4-22. Primary heat
pipe and the test facility drawings are shown in Figures 4-23 and 4-24.
Divakaruni, S.M., "Heat Pipe Design Confirmation 'resting", IX)F,/JPL 1060-27,
GEA19-55, September 25, 1979.
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Figure 4-18. Heat Pipe Components (Excluding Wicking)
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Figure 4-19. Heat Pipes Prior to Vacuum Bakeout
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Figure 4-20. Heat Pipe and Reverse Flow Con-
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II peti 111 accordance witII itl ,	 plcp.11't`tl It`st p1.111 .1I Val . iotis allg;lt • :t Of I II l'I illat It'll Illlder >itCA& lit ate
,Intl tr.nlstent test .' oil dIt Ions.	 Al I the heat pipes except the third heat
1 l ipe ill the a1 I OVe list wittl the simulated knurled surface operated suc-
cessfully at the power input of 2.31 kW t , which is the maximum solar heat
flux expected at the evaporator surface; that third heat pipe could not
be started, p robabl y
 because of an undetected leak.
Typical heat pipe performance curves are given in Figures 4-25 and
4-26. The power input through clam shell electrical heaters was increased
to 2350 watts in 2 ;lours time and the axial temperatures were observed
and plotted at different times. Figure 4-25 shows this type of performance
data at a heat pipe inclination angle 10° from horizontal. The startup
conditions existed in the heat pipe until the power level was beyond 1000
watts. Temperature gradients occurred along; the adiahatir and condenser
sections even at 100 10 watts, because of the .low rate of heat transfer.
However, the heat pipe operated isothermally at 2700 watts.
The effect of inclination angle was negligible in the operation
of not only a gravity assisted heat pipe which had no wicking; in the
condenser but also in all the wicked heat pipes.
The full y wicked heat pipe liad a higher temperature drop because of
an additional drop across the condenser wick.
The nonflsttened heat pipe showed hot spots present in the evapora-
tor portion of the heat pipes, the location of which changed with the
orientation angle,indicating the wicking; did not maintain good contact
with the wall. Flattening of the llcat pipes in the other heat pipes
seemed to avoid such hot spots in the evaporator.
In this particular solar thermal application of the heat pipes,
the temperature drop from the evaporator external surface to the con-
donser external surf ace is of primar y concern. Under twee evaporator Ileac
input rates, tilt.` total heat pipe temperature drops IJeI'e compared. The reference
design heat pipe and the grooved heat pipe (both flattened and wit-ked
only in the evaporator region) had a 2i1-39°C (50-70°F) AT as compared to
about 56°C (100°F) AT for the full-wicked and the non-flattened heat pipes.
A separate topical report gives the details of the complete ex-
perimental work done oil 	 pipes which include basic theor y of the heat
pipes, heat pipe step-by-step manufacturing; procedures with the inclusion
of the ;leaning; and sodium-filling; processes involved. the particulars
on the experimental test setup and the results of 	 experiments. For
details on the experiments on each of the heat pip.	 the reader is ref-
erred to that report.
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^•	 7.	 Easy Fluid Wicking i,-.ts
a. Purpose and Scope. The wicking experiments undertaken in this
study were intended to provide information on the capillary pumping capa-
bilities and the associated flow rates in several stainless steel metal
screens and the fibermetals. The experimental results obtained using
easy fluids such as ethyl alcohol, methanol, and distilled water would
form the basis for the prediction of the wicking capabilities in sodium
environment of the potential wicks to be used in the design. The wicking
experiments were also performed across joints between the fibermetals
and the screens using these easy fluids.
An extensive literature search was conducted as part of the pro-
gram to determine the extent to which the previous experimental efforts
and the test methods could be used with easy fluids to study wicked flow
in potential heat pipe experiments. The literature search consisted of
general experimental methods used in determining the wicking properties
of the stainless steel metal screens and fibermetals. Most of the methods
used by prior investigators were utilized in this experimental program.
b. TestFluids and Materials. The fluids used in the experiments
to determine the capillary pumping heights included (1) distilled water,
(2) ethanol, (3) methanol and (4) distilled water with a selected wetting
agent.
The wicking materials selected for the experiments included (1)
the AISI Type 316-304 stainless steel metal screens varying in mesh sizes
and number of layers, and (2) several samples of stainless steel fiber-
metals. These materials were tested in the selected fluids at different
stages in the specified cleaning procedures for the heat pipe materials.
c. Test Methods and Results. The capillary pressure experiments
in wicks were conducted primarily by two different methods: (1) by ob-
serving the maximum wicking heights and (2) by determining the overpressure
re q uired to force an air bubble through the wicks.
The equilibrium wicking heights of stainless steel metal screens
were measured in the four test fluids. No meaningful data could be ob-
tained with single layer screens because of evaporation from the screens,
even under highly controlled humidity conditions. Tile tests indicated
that ethanol and methanol readily Diet the stainless steel wick surfaces,
but the distilled water formed contact angles in the range of 60°-80°
with multiple layers of screens. These contact angles were calculated
for the unoxidized metal screens by comparing the wicked heights obtained
for unoxidized and oxidized metal screens; the contact angles of the oxi-
dized metal screens were assumed to he zero. Also, the capillary pore
radii estimated from the data obtained with distilled water were larger
than those estimated from the data with ethanol. The discrepancy is at-
tributed to imperfect wetting associated with distilled water.
The best method found for determining the capillary pore radii
of metal screens was to measure the liquid column which could be sup-
ported by a single layer screen wick in air. The wicking experiments
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I	 Wrrr CkMI duc tee Sev"I i I ( loi n !: In ( Ii Is I ;is Ii g un and 1)ro,Ikiced consistent re-
lll	 :cults in a ral l id manner. An altVrndte 111e010d to the test was conducted
in which the fluid vapor atmosphere was used; this method gave pore radii
higher than the
	 previous method and the experiments were time consuming.
Five Feltmetals ^ FM1120, FM1103, FM1104, FM1107 and FM1108, were
tested in ethanol and distilled water and the equilibrium wicking heights
1 
were measured. The rate of liquid rise vs. the reciprocal of the liquid
height, for each wick material, was plotted. From this the permeability
and the capillary pore radius were estimated. The capillary pressure
`	 measurements were also made on these materials by the above forced air-
(	 bubble method.
The estimates of wicking heights in sodium were based upon the
experimental data for the materials tested. The capillary radius of rho
wick was first calculated using the following formula from the experi-
mentally determined capillary pressure assuming complete wetting at a
zero fluid contact aagle in the easy fluid.
20 cos 0
r c =	
AP	
(for easy fluids)
c
where r
c
 - capillary radius
o = surface tension
© = wetting angle
AP
c
 = capillary pressure
The pumping pressure was than calculated for sodium at heat pipe
operating temperatures using; the above calculated capillar y radius, the
elevated temperature surface tension of sodium and a zero fluid contact
angle. The calculated results indicated that fibermetals can be used
to pump the liquid sodium well over the distances required in the secon-
dary heat pipe application. 10lere smaller wicking; heights are required,
the capillary pumping; of sodium call be very easily accomplished with the
metal screens. a.'umping; heights estimated for screens in sodium ranged
from 21 cm. (8.3 in.) for 60 mesh size to 111 cm. (43.7 in.) for 325
mesh size. It is to be noted that these wicking; capabilities of the
wicks are further aided by gravity return flow of the liquid sodium in
most parts in the design of the secondar y
 heat pipe wicking. The fiber-
metals were used only for radial distribution of the liquid metal where
the maximum pumping height requirement was 46 cm (18.1 in.). Estimated
wicking; heights based oil 	 present experimental data for fibermetals
in sodium ranged from 125-196 cm. (49-77 in.). In general, the results
indicated that the wicking requircments for TES containment vessel can
be easil y met with metal screens and tibermetals in liquid sodium. How-
ever, it is stressed that the wicking; materials mint be extremely clean
using; methods referenced earlier in the preparation of heat pipes.
1	 ®T1_;lL1C111ark of fibermetals produced by Brunswick Corporation, Deland,
I	 4-57
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The analytical and experimental details of these wicking tests are
covered more fully under a separate topical report*.
8.	 Sodium-Sialon Compatibility Tests
a. Purpose and Scope. Two tests of 1000 hours duration were con-
ducted on samples of Sialon immersed in static sodium at elevated tem-
peratures. The purpose of the tests was to indicate, at least in an
initial sense, the compatibility of this material as a sensible heat
storage material in sodium at temperatures in the 816-982°C (1500-1800°F)
range.
b. Test Methods. The Sialon material used was prepared by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and had the designation "Sintered Type 86 Sialon
Poly type 1511". It had been presoaked in a nitrogen atmosphere and
sintered in a graphite crucible at 1800% (3272°F) one half hour without
the use of sintering aids. The test sample was a pressed and sintered
disc 63 mm (2.5 in.) in diameter and 6 mm (0.25 in.) thick. The material
was chalk-like in nature and highly porous as evidenced by its moisture
absorption characteristic. Lamination cracking was evident in the piece;
cracking had occurred generally parallel to the cold pressed surface.
Four samples 16 x 16 mm (5/8 in. x 5/8 in.) and of random thick-
ness in the pressing direction were dry cut with a jeweler's saw to avoid
contamination of the porous material; thickness variations were caused
by surface spalling. These specimens were dried overnight under vacuum
at 121°C (250°F) and were allowed to cool in vacuum. Dry weights and
wet weights, after boiling in distilled water for 15 minutes, were taken
for record purposes and to determine the porosity of the material. The
calculated porosities of these specimens ranged from 36.5 to 38.3 per-
cent and were higher than appeared ,justified by later photomicrographs;
nevertheless, substantial porosity was confirmed.
The four specimens were then air dried and replaced in the vacuum
oven overnight at 121% (250°F) to remove the retained water. Prior to
loading the specimens in their capsules they were heated to 982% (1800°F)
in vacuum and, after cooling in argon, were transferred to the capsule
filling facility in sealed, argon filled, polyethylene bags.
Eleven kilograms (25 lbs.) of sodium were procured in a sealed
shipping container under a pressurized argon atmosphere. The analysis
of this lot of sodium disclosed oxygen and carbon contents of 14 ppm and
36 ppm, respective ly, and only a few ppm of other trace elements.
The sodium was transferred into a 305 mm (12 in.) long AISI Type
304 stainless steel tube with a 25 mm (1 in.) OD and 0.5 mm (0.020 in.)
wall thickness. T_ansfer techniques were similar to those described
elsewhere for the sodium to be used in filling hear pipes. After cool-
ing of the transfer apparatus, the sample tube, filled with solid sodium,
was removed from the apparatus, the ends were sealed with Swagelok fit-
tings and the tube was placed in the inert atmospheric weld chamber.
Divakaruni, S.M., "Easy Fluid Wicking Tests Related to Solar Receiver
Heat Pipes", DOE/JPL 1060-26, GEAEP-53, September 25, 1979.
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Sta^aless steel tubes of 25 mm (1 in.) ID were fabricated into three,
152 mm (6 in.) long capsules with a flat disk GTA welded to form the
bottom of each capsule; a fitted disk with a 1.6 no (0.0625 in.) vent hole
was prepared as the top of each capsule. Capsule parts were cleaned,
pickled in dilute nitric/hydrochloric acid, vacuum baked at 982°C (1800°F)
for one half hour and cooled in vacuum.
The sodium transfer tube, three stainless steel capsules and their
tops,and three preweighed Sialon specimens were installed in the inert
atmosphere weld chamber with necessary tooling and the chamber was evacuated
and back filled with high purity argon for capsule filling purposes. An
identified Sialon specimen was placed in the bottom of each of the three
serialized capsules. A tubing cutter was used to cut three 38 mm (1.5 in.)
long tube sections from the sodium filled transfer tube. One section of
tubing containing sodium was inserted inside each capsule, the vented
capsule tops were installed on each capsule and GTA welded in place. A
short length of stainless steel wire, flattened along; one side, was in-
serted in each capsule vent hole and the area was temporarily sealed with
tape.
The final sealing of the capsule was completed in vacuum inside
an electron beam welding chamber. The capsules were quickly transferred
from the argon atmosphere weld chamber to the FR weld chamber, the seal-
ing tapes were removed from the tops of the capsules and the EB weld
chamber door was immediately closed and the s ystem pumped down to a
vacuum of 10- 5 torr. The capsules were held under vacuum for a minimirm
of 16 hours to completely vent the argon from the capsule. An EB weld
seal was affected in the cap vent hole using the flattened wire as filler
metal.
"lie vacu:ff:► sealed corrosion Lost capsules were pressurized under
helium at 0.28 ^lua (40 psi) and heiiur leak tested in a vacuu ►n chamber
to assure absence of leaks in the capsules.
Capsules were placed on test in an air furnace at 827°C (1520°F)
and at 982°C (1600°F) to represent the nominal Stirling engine operating;
temperature and a 100"C (180 0 0) sensible heat temperature range above
this temperature. The capsules were arranged in a vertical position to
assure that the Sialon specimens were submerged in sodium. After 1000
hours of testing the capsules were removed and cooled to room tempera-
ture. The flat end caps of the 982°0 (1800°F) capsule had bulged and
the capsule grave evidence of leakag;e,indicating the vapor pressure at
that temperature was sufficient to deform the capsule cap. The third,
standb y capsule was placed on test at a lower temperature of 954 * C (1750°F)
and was intact after a total of 1000 hours of testing;.
BecauSC of the porous and relarively weak nature of the Sialon
samples, a concern existed that sodium entrapped within the pores of the
Sialon would rupture the specimen when reacted with .ilcohol or water
during; recovery of the specimen. To avoid this, vacuum distillation was
`	
used in an attempt to condense the sodium at the end of the capsule op-
posite the specimen. 	 A 427°C (800°F) heat source and li;uld nitrogen
heat rink were used over a 2 hour distillation period. After removal
of the heat and continued coolie;; usaier liquid nitrogen, the heated end
4-r9
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o: the canSLie was cooled to room temperature and tilt' capsule was opened with
a tube cutter. In spite of this treatment Sodium was still evident around
the specimens.
The capsule end containing the specimen was filled with hexane to
prevent gross oxidation and the sodium was reacted away by slowly adding
propanol to initiate and control the rate of reaction. When all evidence
of reaction had ceased under high propanol concentrations, the specimen
was air dried and heated in vacuum for 1 hour at 538°C (1000°F) to assure
the removal of any unreacted sodium.
c. Test Results. The specimen weights were compared before and
after sodium exposure. Weight losses in sodium were very small, on the
order of 4 percent. Because of the friable nature of the original speci-
mens it is expected that some, if not all, of these weight losses occurred
during the leaching and rinsing of the specimens during removal of sodium.
These weight losses are considered inconclusive for this reason. The
weight gain of the specimen tested in the 982°C (1800°F) test capsule,
which leaked, was most likelv the result of reaction of the sodium with
the specimen and the inabilit y
 of the solvents to remove these reaction
products from theinterstices of the Sialon after test.
Metallographic examination of a control specimen and of the speci-
mens exposed at 827°C (1520°F) and at 954°C (1750°F) confirmed the high
initial porosity. No significant changes were observed in the micro-
structures nor were any significant corrosion effects observed at the
edges of the specimen exposed to sodium. It was to be expected that the
sodium liquid and vapor had penetrated these porous ,
 Structures much as
water had been absorbed in the pretest water absorption measurement.
Tile corrosion testing of a lot of more densel y
 sintered Sialon
with higher strength and resistance to surface friabilit y
 would provide
more meaningful sodium corrosion test experience capable of detecting
more subtle corrosion effects, if any. Nevertheless, these initial tests
did indicate that significant corrosion should not be expected.
Q.
	 Stirling Eril , ine Integration
The heat pipesolar receiver With 'rL5 is being considered for in-
tegration with a 4 cvlinder 1 140 Pnited Stirling engine and a single cy-
linder modified Phillips 1- U 8 type Stirling engine.
a. P40 Filgine. Because of the present construction features of
the P40 engine, W11iCh IMS a belted head assembl y with some bolts located
at the canter of tile heat exchanger tube arra y , diroct immersion of the
heat exchanger tubes into the secondary heat pipe is, not possible (tile
centrall y located halt heads cannot be sealed from the sodium v.il lor, '-tit
must be available for retorquing and disaS^^r.^h'^ of the balance of tilt,
engine from the heater li.ad .ind regenerators).
To provide access to tilt-
tile sodium vapor to a toroidal
tulles and to locate the engine
would normally be desired. The
heater head bolts it is necessary to duct
chawber surround hig the heat exchanger
farther aft of the seCondar y 1'F.S than
concept for this integration is show
4-60
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Figures 4-27 and 4-28. 'Pjo possible engine arrangements are shown. The
first assumes the engine can be run in the inverted position. The sec-
ond assures oil drainage from the seals into a gravity oil sump. Both
provide access to the center heater head bolts but, in the second, this
access appears more convenient. Further analysis of this conceptual de-
sign and refinement of the structural support concept will be necessary
under future work on the design, fabrication and test of a heat pipe solar
receiver with TES for the distributed concentrator solar Stirling power sys-
tem.
b. 1-98 Engine. Initial systems integration effort on this engine
was initiated late in the program and involved heat exchanger definition,
recommended selection of an electrical generator, structural support con-
cepts for engine-generator,and definition of the weights and center of
gravity of the engine-generator components.
Table 4-13 indicates the engineering definition of the modified
1-98 configuration. The heat exchanger tube configuration selected for
the TES/heat pipe configuration was limited b y
 the use of helium and an
1800 RPM generator speed. The stroke of the 1-98 engine and the exist
-ing rhombic drive were retained in this study ; the engine power was in
creased by enlarging the piston bore. Note that the heat exchanger defi-
nition for this 20 N Stirling power conversion system is different from
that used in the earlier conceptual design.
Since the alternator represents a significant portion of the total
weight, a significant effort was made to select the most appropriate unit.
Contact with more than twent y alternator manufacturers was made to identify_
their present product line and their advanced design and fabrication cap-
abilities. The units which are commercially available have been designed
for High shock and heavy dut y service for an industrial application;
generally, they have not been designed using size and weight as constraints.
Since these units are produced in a cost competitive environment, the use
of low weight materials is precluded, and efficiencies are nominally low.
An alternator designed specifically for a solar power system application
could be manufactured with a much smaller external envelope, lighter
weight and higher efficienc y ; however, costs would he higher. Specially
fabricated water cooled alternators are recommended for later prototype
develepments since it is felt that higher manufacturing costs ccul.J be
partly recovered in cost savings realized through lighter structural
members and simpler interfacin g with Lhe engine.
Initial generator choices were limited to commercially available
machines deliverable within 16 weeks. As indicated in the manufacturer's
data, Table 4-14, a synchronous :alternator is heavier, less efficient and
more expensive than a comparably rated induction alternator.
The Stirlin g engine adds approximately 127 kg (28h lbs) to the
above induction venerator weight of 93 kg (205 lbs) for it total of 220 kg
(485 lbs). This is heavier than the weight allowed in the earlier con-
ceptual design, but generator weight reductions are possible as indicated
above. The CC of the engine-generator assembly is located less than eight
inches off the centerline of the receiver/T1:S/engine along the axial di-
rection of the generator; this imposes a circumferential torque on the
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Table 4-13. Modified 1-98 Stirling Engine Configurations
Parameter
Nominal Electric Power Output
Operating Speed
Working Fluid Pressure
- :Mean, Atmos.
- Cycle Variations, Atmos.
Engine Stroke
Hot Side Metal Temperature (Max.)
Coolant Water Temperature
Working Fluid
Hot Side Cas 'Temperature
Engine Bore
Swept Volume
Void Volume
Number of Regenerators
Number of Heater Tubes
Inside Diameter
Length - Each
Pressure Drop
Method of 'Tube Attachment
TES/Neat
	 I	 Direc'
Pipe Config.	 Insolation
20 kW
1800 RPM
210
+66.6/-53.9
29.9 mm (1.14 in.)
825°F (1517°F)
65.5°C (150°F)
He11urn
730°F (1346"F)
100 mm (3.937 in.)
227.4 cm  (13.88 in. 3)
452.7 cm  (27.625 in. 3)
6
36	 72
3.4 mm (0.132 in.) 2.9 mm (0.115 in.)
368 mm (14.5 in.) 238 mm (9.37 in.)
67.6 kPa (9.8 psi) 37.2 kPa (6.4 psi)
lJe;d
	 Braze
t
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'Table 4-14. Generator Characteristics
Type Power
Full Load
Efficiency
Weight
kg	 (lbs.)
Cost
Factor Size
Synchronous
1800 RPM 20 KW 90% 159	 (350) 2.25 324
0.8 power Frame
factor
Induction
1800 RPM 20 KW 91% 93	 (205) 1 284
0.8 power Frame
facto:
Can he motored to start engine
4-b5
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engine-generator to receiver/TES mounting structure with the receiver in
l	 the horizontal position and a bending moment with the receiver in the
vertical position. The integration of the modified 1-98 Stirling engine
and its generator with the receiver/TES unit is shown typically in Fig-
I
j	 ure 4-29. The heat exchanger tubes are immersed directly into the sodium
JJ
	 vapor within the secondary, TES heat pipe and seal welded at a conical
flange to complete closure of the TES sodium vapor space. Only axial
loads are supported by this conical flange, which basically controls the
axial position of the engine-generator. Radial and torsional loads are
supported by struts at a transverse plane through the CG of the engine-
r, generator; slotted clevis load connectors at this position allow for dif-
ferential axial thermal expansion of the solar receiver and engine-genera-
tor. These load connectors also support radial and torsional loads. It
may be desirable, later, to relocate these mounting connectors at an off-
axis position such that the connectors are in the plane of the engine-
_.	 generator CG in the axial and transverse planes in order to reduce bend-
ing moments on the structure while the axis of the receiver/TES/engine
moves from horizontal tuwardz the vertical direction.
Other operating integration requirements are discussed under Sec-
tion VII-E.
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SECTION V
LIQUID METAL PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM
A.	 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM
1.	 Design Approach
The design was based upon a single concentrator pumped loop sys-
tem with a liquid metal cooled receiver located at the focal point and
the TES Stirling engine heat exchanger, power conversion systems, EM pump
and control valves located behind the concentrator. This arrangement was
selected since alternatives were not as attractive. Mounting the entire
system at the focal point would require substantial mass, and the thermal
transport over these local short distances could be more effectively ac-
complished by heat pipes. Locating the TES and power conversion on the
ground at the concentrator or at a central location serving several concen-
trators involved unacceptable heat losses and required the disadvantage-
ous use of flexible bellows. By locating the TES, power conversion sys-
tem, pump and control valves behind the concentrator, these disadvantages
were minimized or avoided; greater iEIS weights and storage periods could
eventually be accommodated behind the concentrator and the weight of
these components could be used to offset some of the counterweights re-
quired at the rear side of the concentrator which are otherwise needed
`	 to counterbalance the receiver weight and its moment. This single con-
!	 centrator liquid metal transport system layout is shown in Figure ^-1.
A single phase pumped loop rather than a boiling condensing loop
was selected. This avoided the larger pressure drops, possible boiler
Instability and hot spot problems in a system operating at various pumped
heads, boiler inclination angles and varying power input levels.
Two phase pumped loop power systems are best suited for steady
state operation. A point focus solar power system must, by the nature
of the power source, be a dynamic system, much like an automobile engine.
For this purpose, a single phase system is better suited.
I
The single phase loop used electromagnetically pumped liquid sodium.
Such systems operate most effectively with relatively large ma ys flows
i
and a small pr^ssure rise compared to mechanical ptunps of similar power.
1.
	
	
For purposes of making a direct cost comparison with the focus
mounted heat pipe solar receiver, the pumped loop TITS storage period and
TES general design concept was similar to that for the heat pipe solar
receiver. The employmerc of vacuimi insulation resulted in the EM pump,
TES control valves, Stirling engine heat exchanger, and all piping being
contained within a vacuum tank; the long run of piping to and from the
S-1.
Li	
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focal point solar receiver were not vacuum insulates.
The use of flowing liquid metal for heat transfer required a de-
termination of the mass flow and AT necessary to transport the required
ILA{	 power, the sizing of pipes, the selection and arrangement of valves and
the use of controls for regulating; the performance of the system in various
operating modes, the thermal analysis and mechanical conceptual design
l^	
of the various components, the analysis of thermal losses and a dete rniina-
`	 tion of the weight and cost of the system.
2.	 Thermal Analysis
a. Solar Receiver. The solar receiver cavity and impinging flux
distribution was assumed to be similar to that for the heat pipe receiver/
TES system. Relatively high convective heat transfer coefficients for
the liquid sodium were deemed to be sufficient to transfer the heat to
the sodium without difficulty at the flow velocities in the required de-
sign. Since the planned design would have two concentric cylinders with
l	 the sodium flowing between: them, turbulence inducers could be added to
the flow if necessary to improve the single phase heat transfer.
b. Pumped Loop. Since the pump pressure requirements would vary
as the reciprocal of the fourth power of the pipe diameter, it was de-
sirable to have pipe diameters as large as possible to minimize the pump
pressure and power requirement s.
 Without a layout of the plumbing; it was
difficult to predict the actual pressure loss. Pipe diameter could not
be increased without limit because the weight of the s ystem would become
too large. Experience with the heat pipe focal mounted TES system in-
dicated that the system had to he well insulated. If vacuum insulation
were to be ued, the size of containment vessels could not he made too
large from an elastic stability viewpoint.
Tn order to eliminate one of the vacuum vessels of a double walled
vacuum insulation system, it was decided that the TES, pump, piping,
valves and Stirling engine would operate in and be contained by a single
large vacuum chamber. Within this chamber there would be sufficient in-
sulation so that the wall of the chamber would operate at a temperature
appropriate for mild steel. To minimize outer surface area, the vacuum
cylinder would have a L/11 ratio of about one. A 101.6 cm (40 tn.) di-
ameter cylinder appeared to have enough room for the TES and piping and
also would be elastically stable with a reasonable wall thickness.
Because of the above constraints and after a consideration of
sodiimi mass flow,AT and pressure drop, a pipe diameter of about one Inch
appeared initially acceptable, One Inch diameter tubing; was selected
because it is a standard size and because information was available on
the characteristics and costs of liquid metal valves for that tube di-
ameter.
After later completing; the plumbing; layout it appeared that a more
optimum pipe and valve diameter of 32 mm (1.25 in.) would be possible
with some reduction in pumping power or a decrease in system AT. These
changes would not significantly change the weight, cost and performance
to a significant degree and this further design Optimization was not
pursued.
5-3
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I
^•. 'Thermal 1?nergy Stot.• ^. 'Me thermal design basis of the TI^:S
cont.tlners was identical with that tiled previously for the heat pipe solar
receiver. The cans were spaced farther apart to allow for the necessary
	
I	 liquid metal flow required to meet convective flow heat transfer condi-
tions.
d. Stirling Engine Heat Exchangers. In the Stirling heat ex-
changer the liquid soditim flows over the heat exchanger tubes again trans-
ferring heat by convective flow heat transfer. As with the receiver, rela-
tively large heat transfer coefficients could transfer the heat to the
Stirling engine heat exchanger tubes. If this later proved insufficient,
turbulence inducers could be added.
	
I	 e. Thermal Losses. This system, for comparability reasons, was
designed with thermal losses similar to those for the heat pipe solar re-
ceiver/TES system. As with the heat pipe system, 6.9 kW t
 would be lost
from the receiver. The other losses were 1.1 kW t from the TES/engine-
generator unit mounted on the dish support ring and approximatel y 0,8 kWt
	
l	 from the hot fluid transfer pipes connecting the receiver to the TES/engine-
generator unit behind the concentrator. When compared to the focal mounted
heat pipe TES system she total heat losses were onl y 0.2 kW t
 greater.
3.	 System Engineering Definition
The de f inition of ti: aystem was guided by the above considerations
regarding selection, location and sizes of components, system fluid mass
flow, AT, and heat transfer considerations and the necessity for a regu-
lated control system incorporarir.F six valves and four unique modes of
operation.
The piping schematic for liquid sodium control in these four operat-
ing modes is shown in Figure 5-2. In the first case heat is being trans-
ferred between the receiver and the Stirling :n-give; in the second, be-
tween the TES and Stirling engine; in the third, between the receiver and
TES; and in the fourth between all three components, receiver, TES and
Stirling; engine. An interesting feature of this design is that only valves
three and four need have variable flow capability. The other four valves
need only be fully open or fully closed.
Table 5-1 de:ines the basic engineering parameters used to define
the thermal performance of the system and to support the basis for the
mechanical design. The mass flow of the loop, the loop AT at various
operating power levels, the system Al' and the definition of the TES sys-
tem are shown. The operating; temperattires of the loop components as it
result of the stacking of the maximum and minimum AT's within the s ys-
tem are given in Table 5-2. A characteristic of the sensible heat pumped
loop is that the acrtimulated temperature drop results in a much wider
range of component operating temperatures than for the heat pipe system.
Tt is passible that the receiver would he required) to operate at 938 °t'
(1720°1') while providing peak power directl y tO the TFS. The titirling;
engine temperature could fluctuate from 7(,9°C (141(,°F) to 7 1N O C (14700F).
5-4
A. Operating Mode with All Heat Flow
Directed to Stirling Engine
EM PUMP
(;k.AEP-')4
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S0 INO
ENGINE
EM PUMP
I-tTO
STIRLING
ENGINE
EM PUMP
EM PUMP
C. Operating Mode for Charging the
TES Alone
D. Mixed Operating Mode for Simul-
taneously Charging the TES and
Operating the Stirling Engine
O
STIRLING
ENGINE
7
RECEIVER
B. Heat to Stirling Engine Supplied
by TES Alone
l F--"To-
i	 STIRLING
C	 ENGINE
i
Figure 5-2. EM Pumped Loop Flow Schematic
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Table 5-1. Pumped Loop Engineering Definition
Type of Salt LiF
Weight of Salt 359 kg	 (792	 lbs.)
IMelting Temperature of the Salt 857°C
	 (1575°F)
Number of Salt Containers 140
I
Diameter of Salt Containers 48 mm	 (1.9 in.)
Sodium Pipe Diameter 25 mm (1.0 in.)
Sodium Mass Flew (Nominal) 0.7 kg/s	 (15 gpm)
Sensible Heat Temperature Difference for Sodium
To Deliver:
52.5 kW 58°C
	 (104°F)
62.1 kW 70°C (126-F)
j Vacuum Chamber Diameter 1015 mm (40 in.)
Vacuum Chamber Thickness 6 mm	 (0.24	 in.)
Number of Valves 6
Electromagnetic Pump
i	 Weight 130 kg	 (287	 lbs.)
i	 **Efficiency 8%
Pressure Rise 27.6 kPa
	
(4 psi)
Engineering estimates only.
1	 Pump Power = 324 ld plus possible extra power to cool the pump.
5-6
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U	 Table 5-2. Pumped Loop Operating Temperatures
LiF Melting Point	 857°C (1575°F)
Sodium AT for 62.1 kW  at 0.7 kg/sec	 73°C (131'F)
Sodium AT for 52.5 kW  at 0.7 kg/sec	 58°C (104°F)
LiF AT for 52.5 kW  at 95% S31idification 	 30°C (54°F)
LiF AT followed for Superheat
	 8°C (14°F)
Maximum Sodium Temperature in Receiver:
(857°C + 8°C + 73 0 C)(At Peak Storage Temp.)	 938°C (1720°F)
Minimum Sodium Temperature in Stirling Heat Exchanger:
(857°C - 30°C - 58 0 C)(At Storage Discharge)	 769°C (1416°F)
Normal Sodium Temperature in Stirling Heat Exchanger:
(857°C - 58°C)(Storage Charged; Heat Supplied	 799°C (1470°F)
by Receiver)
i
1
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4.	 Mechanical Design
Figure 5-3 shows a layout of the mechanical design of the TES/
engine-generator unit of the pumped loop system. In this design the hot
TES chamber is isolated thermally from the outer steel cylinder by non-
metallic thermal bushings. Thermal expansion is accommodated by two
telescoping sleeves at the generator end and a large pin at the other end.
^I	 The Stirling engine exchanger is separate from the TES chamber and is free
ll::
	 to grow thermally being only supported at one point.
A typical remotely actuated valve is shown to scale. Six such
valves and their actuators extend into ports around the main vacuum cy-
linder.
The main vacuum chamber itself is bolted together in the middle
during manufacture. Approximately one foot of fibrous insulation which
surrounds the outer vacuum chamber is not shown. The temperature of the
outer vacuum chamber shell operates at about 538°C (1000°F).
Figure 5-4 shows a schematic of the receiver. The aperture and
depth are the same as that for the receiver for the heat pipe heat trans-
port TES system. The receiver employs vacuum insulation just as does the
heat pipe solar receiver system.
The two pipes that connect the receiver to the TES/engine-generator
unit are insulated with standard high temperature insulation and are con-
tained within concentric evacuated tubes to minimize both 'seat losses and
shadowing.
Not shown in either drawing are the many bellows joints that would
be necessary to accommodate the large thermal expansion of the pipes.
Also not shown are the trace heaters on long pipe runs. These heaters
would be necessary either to keep the sodium from freezing in the pipes
when the unit first came on in the morning or to melt the sodium in the
pipes prior to startup from a cold condition.
5.	 Weight. Analysis
In preparation for costing the pumped loop system, an analysis of
the component weights was made. The results of that analysis are pre-
sented in Table 5-3. Compared to the heat pipe solar receiver system,a
smaller fraction of the total weight is devoted to actual thermal energy
storage. The total weight of the EM pumped system is 3,550 kg compared
with 1488 kg for the heat pipe TES system, a 239 percent increase. The
reason for the large weight increase in the pumped loop system is evident
in the co..pactnes.: of the closely integrated focal mounted heat pipe
solar receiver. This is in contrast to the dispersed nature of the pumped
loop with its added weight in long pipe runs, heav y EM pump valves, larger
TES chamber and large liquid metal inventory which are not found in the
heat pipe system.
If a gas lift pump were used in lieu of the EM pimp, which weighs
approximately 136 kg (300 lb), the total system weight would be increased
by 984 kg (2164 lb). The 1120 kg (2464 lb) weight of the gas lift p ►nnp
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Table S
	
Mass Summary Table
Mass 7 of
kg	 (lb) Total Wt.
Receiver 422	 (930) 13
TES Salt 359	 (791) 11
TES Cans 79	 (174) 2
Pipi^g and Valves 32	 (70) 1
Vacuum Changer 640	 (1411) 19
Exterior Insulation 430 (948) 13
TES Area Structure, Insulation & EM Pump 657	 (1448) 20
Sodium 218	 (481) 7
Insulated Pipe Between Receiver anti TF.S 500	 (1102) 15
Total 3337	 (7355)
Stirling Engine	 (Est.) 147	 (324)
Generator	 (Est.) 68	 (150)
Total	 (With EM Pum?) 3550	 (7829)
Total	 (With Gas Lift Pump) 4534	 (9996)
EM pump weighs 136 kg (300 lbs.)
Gas-lift pump components without recuperator weighs 1120 kg (2464 lbs.).
J
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includes the weights of the large ciameter pipe and insulation along the
length of the cOmcrntrator strut, the gas-sodium separator,, inert gas re-
circulating pump, inert gas injector and increased sodium inventory.
B.	 DESIGN ASSESSMENT OF THE PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM
In addition to the specific component assessments discussed below,
the pumped loop has several attributes worthy of note.
First, the pumped loop system offers the opportunity for signifi-
cantly increasing the TES d v .zation period by installing the additional
stora¢e material behind the concentrator where larger masses and volumes can
`	 be ac:ammodated.
Second, a positive control of the heat flow is required with the
need for sensors, control elements and valves.
Third, pumping power and the weight of pumps, pipe valves and liquid
metal inventory add significant weight and cost.
Fourth, the use of a single phase liquid metal system for thermal
transport requires mass flow and AT which inhibit system performance be-
cause the components operate over a wider temperature range affecting sys-
tem efficiency and materials design capabilities.
L	 1.	 Gas Lift Pump Assessment
A gas lift pump operates on the principal of fluid density dif-
ferentials in the rising and descending legs of a vertically arrayed fluid
loop. A gas is introduced in the lower portion of the rising leg of a
f-i:id loop and reduces the density of that fluid. The gas is separated
in a chamber at the top of the loop and recirculated by a gas compressor
to the injection point. The system is basically simple in principle.
The applicability of such a pump in liquid metal pumped loop applications
for distributed concentrator solar systems is covered in more detail in
Appendix A. The low density vertical rise portion of the gas lift pump
in this case would be from the lowest edge of the concentrator dish to the
focal point, a vertical distance of approximately 5.9 meters when the
dish is at 10° elevation.
In terms of efficiency, the gas lift pump is comparable with the
electromagnetic pump. The efficiency improves somewhat with the addition
of a recuperator used to recover heat from the recirculating gas which
must be recompressed at temperatures lower than the liquid metal tempera-
ture.
In terms of weight and cost, however, the gas lift pump is much
less appealing. The gas lift pump would add some 984 kg to the total
I system weight and have an added materials cost of around $8300 excluding
a gas recuperator. The gas lift pump adds a large diameter high tempera-
ture pipe to the system which must be insulated.
There are some technical questions that also remain about the gas
C
lift pump. To avoid the need for flexible joints for pipes, the pump
is	 5-12
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must he attached to the dish itself. Questions then arise as to the
Iability of the pump to work at various angles with sufficient flow to
l keep the temperature rise within desired limits. Though the gas lift
pump would use less electric power than the electromagnetic pump, tae
additional thermal losses through the insulation, separation, and re-
cuperation systems result in in overall loss that is slightly greater
than that of the electromagnetic pump.
Analysis indicates that the gas lift pump is in interesting ap-
proach to liquid metal pumping; but it is associated with efficienc y losses
from 3.4 to 9 percent. Since the minimum loss of 3.4 percent represents
the loss associated with ideal recuperation, such ideal recuperation is
probably not economically feasible; thus the 9 percent loss would probably
be a more reasonable one.
Further work would be required to answer more precisely the ques-
tion of the relative cost of electricity to accommodate EM pump effi-
ciencies versus the cost of a gas recuperator to improve gas lift pump
efficiencies. (ether questions also remain regarding the stability of
gas-sodium hi-fluids contained in low angle inclined gas pump risers, the
efficiency of separating large quantities of sodium and inert gases and
Ole possible erosion and corrosion problems in pumping inert gases con-
taining some sodium droplets. It appears that a g;.ts lift pump would re-
quire more extensive development than an electromagnetic pump. Further-
I more, the gas lift pump appears to have some t undamental characteristics
.associated with it such as size, weight, and thermal losses; these would
tend to keep it less effective than -tit electromagnetic pump after similar
periods of development.
2.	 EM Pump Assessment
Pumps for liquid metal service at a nominal 1100-1300°K (1500-10011°F)
are not currently available, but represent an area of required develop-
ment. Although liquid metal loops in this temperature range have been
operated successfully, the usual practice has been to put the pumps in it
relatively cold leg; of the loop. in the present system, no such cold leg
exists, and pumps must be designed for at least 1100°K (1500°F) service.
This does not imply that such equipment cannot be developed, only that
a development program will 1 • # 2 required.
Both electromagnetic an , i mechanical pumps were considered. FM
pumps have the decided advantage of requiring; ne rotating; seals. It is
proh.thle th.tt the mass-produced and unattended operation requirement!;
Of the overall Systeul will eliminate rotating; seals tram consideratlon.
Thus, the prime candidate for this application is the F.M pump.
Lstimatc:, of the weight and Oft t"Ictit'v of FM ptnnps w ore 111,1.ttucd.
These Showc,l 1at'it7,11 ts of 50-250 kg; (100-000 1b) depend Ing; on officiencv
and design voltage, at efficiencies between R and 12 percent.
An assessment of the 1:M pump requirements and the available FM
pumps was made by General Fa ectric's Advanced Reactor Systems Itcpart-
me tit . The pump required for the solar power application was similar to
a pump that was designed and fabricated for the Fast Flux Test facility
5_13
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at Hanford, Washington. The pump is a helical induction electromagnetic
type and is t^hown in Figure 5-5.
One very strong influence in selecting this pump is the cost of
the staror. While an annular linear induction pump would be lighter and
more efficient, its production costs would be on the order of 10 times
that of the chosen pump due to lack of automated machinery. This • ..ind
fl	 of pump will have to be reconsidered if the quantities envisioned warrant
u	 mass production techniques.
The electromagnetic pump would be cooled by an air blower. Class
1 H insulation, rated at 200°C (392°F),would be used for the stator wind-ings and about 300 to 400 cfm of air would be required to cool the pump
depending on the ambient air temperatures. With a pump duct carrying
I	 sodium at maximum temperatures near 857°C (1575°F) and a pump stator
11
	 operating near 200°C (392°F),the pumping efficiencies will be low.
Performance and characteristics for the proposed low temperature
statored EK pump are presented in Table 5-4.
Higher temperature EM pump stators designed to minimize heat losses
have been demonstrated for space power application. A potassium boiler
feed pump has been built and operated for 10,000 hours at 538°C (1000°F)
at a flow rate of 1.47 kg/sec (3.25 lb/sec) *. This pump featured nickel
clad silver conductors, Hipereo 27 laminations, 99% alumina slot insula-
tion and top wedges, and "S" glass tape interwinding insulation. It was
also operated with potassium at temperatures up to 760°C (1400°F) with
the stator cooled by liquid NaK at 426-4112°C (800-900°F). This technology
demonstrates that tradeoffs in cost vs. performance for high temperature
EM pumps can be achieved in pumping alkali metal fluids at high tempera-
tures.
Rough estimation of the development cost and lead time to produce
a low temperature stator and pump turned out to be approximately $200,000
and 16 months. Facilities for testing the EM pump are available within
General Electric.
The estimate of unit cost for a mature system of a given design
is based on an assumed production rate of about 300,000 units per year.
3.	 Liquid Metal Valve Assessment
Bellows sealed liquid metal valves have been used for alkali metal
flow control in high temperature heat transfer loops for many years.
i}	 Powell, A.H., 
Gahiln, V.W. and Thompson, S.R., "Fabrication and Pest of
1	 a Space Power Boiler Feed Electromagnetic Pump", Nuclear Systems Pro-
grams, General Electric Co., NASA Lewis Research Center Contract
i	 NAS 3•-9422 0
 MPR No. 28GESP-142, December 1968.
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0.7 kg /s (15 gpm)
27.6 kPa (4 psi)
816°C (1500°F)
Sodium
90 kg ( 198 lbs) (including blower)
7%
400 W 3^ 200-400 V
ti $850 F.O.B.
Capacity
Pressure
Temperature
Fluid
Weight
Efficiency
Power Requirements
Cost
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Applications have involved nuclear power conversion for naval propulsion,
E	 nuclear utilit y power and higher temperature nuclear power conversion in
space. Stainless steel bellows valves are commercially available for the
temperature range associated with alkali metal nuclear steam power con-
e I	 version.
Higher temperature valves operating in the 870-1040°C (1600-1900°F)
range have been built and tested for over 5000 hours for alkali metal
Rankine space power systems* . Because of the operating temperature and
the intended application in space, the valves were made using T-111 bellows,
rhenium valve seats and W-256Re v.ilve plugs. The valve actuation mechan-
ism featured a ball screw stem support with WC-bCo balls and a spur gear
drive. The valve technology which was demonstrated in that work could
readily be developed for use at lower temperatures appropriate to Stirling
engine solar heat transfer systems using alternate, less expensive oxida-
tion, resistant allovs.
Although potential designs for use in the intended operating tem-
perature range exist, no commercially developed source for such valves
exists as off-the-shelf stock. For costing purposes, however, quotes
were solicited from the major manufacturers of stainless steel, bellows
type, alkali metal valves. Two quotations were received.
In the first quote, the cost for a one inch diameter pipe valve
with a pneumatic operator was $930 less 20% for quantities over 100, or
$744. The second quote was for $1520 in quantities over 1000. These
costs are believed to be high when viewed in the light of 600,000 units
per year. Since, in addition to the valve, some sort of actuation sys-
tem and controls would be required, the cost of $744 per valve was used
for cost calculations and was assumed to include these systems.
The production of these valves would require a developmental period
and associated development costs. It is reasonable to assume that, liven
a large market on the order of 600,000 units per year, a reasonably com-
petitive market situation would develop.
Harrison, R.W. and llolowach, T. "Refractory Metal Valve for 1000°F
Service in Alkali Metal Systems", General Electric Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio, GESP-708, April 1970.
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SECTION VI
1
2	 COMPARISON OF PUMPED LOOP SUBSYSTEM WITH HEAT PIPE SUBSYSTEM
fA.	 i ERfO u'MANCE
Performance comparisons of the heat pipe solar receiver/TES and
electromagnetic pumped loop TES subsystems are presented in Table 6-1.
t	 The efficiency advantage of the heat pipe subsystem is obvious. This
advantage would probably be maintained by the fact that a technical Im-
provement to reduce heat loss in any one system would, in most cases,
apply to the other systems. Thus, a fundamental difference in the rela-
tive order of efficiencies will continue to exist regardless of how much
improvement is made through technical advances in the specific values of
efficiencies of each subsystem.
In Table 6-1 the thermal losses in the pumped loop scheme stand
out as significant due to the long lengths of pipes. The heat pipe solar
receiver system, being contained within one unit, does not suffer these
losses.
The next significant difference between the pumped loop subsystem
and the heat pipe solar receiver is in the Stirling engine efficiency.
Since the pumped loop system must operate over a larger temperature range
in the working fluid than the heat pipe subsystem, the mean operating
temperature of the Stirling engine is lower, resulting in a less effi-
cient engine and generator combination. Improved plumbing arrangements
for the pumped loop design could conceivably reduce the difference, but
it is difficult to envision a practical pumped loop in which this dif-
ference in the operating temperature of the Stirling engine would be
substantially reduced.
PtQnp power poses the last item of significant difference between
the two systems. Here the EM pump requires 3% of the output electric
power compared to a negligible power (OT in the vapor space) for heat
pipes.
Unless there should be an overriding reason to continue investi-
gating pumped loop systems from the standpoint of extra thermal storage
capacity or control flexibility, tlit: heat pipe heat storage system repre-
sents the most cost-effective way to provide thermal energy storage for
periods around an hour. The advantages of the pumped loop system lie
first, in the larger thermal storage capacity that may be added by lo-
cating greater amounts of TES material and all the heavy components on
the dish support ring, and secondly, in the added measure of control that
may be exercised over the system as a whole. Its disadvantages lie: first,
in that it requires much more supporting equipment, such as dump tanks,
6-1
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Table 6-1. System Performance Comparison
Heat Pipe Solar Receiver Design
and Pumped Loop Design
Heat Pipe EM Pumped
Solar Receiver Loop
Design Design
Average Thermal Power to Receiver, kW 62.1 62.1
Receiver Convective & Radiative Losses 6.85 6.85
TES Convective & Radiative Losses 1.62 1.06
TES-Receiver Connecting Pipe Loss N/A 0.77
Total Thermal Loss 8.47 8.68
Average Thermal Power to Stirling,	 :W t 53.63 53.42
Stirling Engine Efficiency, % 35.0 33.2
Generator Efficiency, % 90.0 90.0
Overall Engine & Generator Efficiency, % 31.5 29.9
16.89 15.96Gross Stirling Electrical Power, kW
e
EM Pump Power N/A 0.40
EM Pump Cooling Power N/A 0.10
0 0.50Total Electrical Loss, kW
e
Net Electrical Power 16.89 15.46
Overall Efficiency, % 27.2 24.9
6-2
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expansion bellows along; the pipe lengths, expensive valve actuation sys-
tems; secondly, that it is not a single compact unit as is the heat pipe
solar receiver; and thirdly, that the long pipe runs pose additional beat
losses and potential startup problems.
I`	 B.	 WEIGHT AND COST
Table b-2 shows the weights for the primar y
 design heat pipe solar
i	 receiver and the pumped loop TES systems. Both systems could he made
lighter through redesign and the use of cellular insulation over the
I!	 vacuum multifoil that was used; however, the relative difference would
remain about the same since the same improvement would apply to both
systems.
The result of the cost assessment between the two systems is pre-
sented in Table 6-3. These costs are the basic material costs only and
do not include labor or overhead and profit margins. The difference in
l	
cost between the primary design and the pumped loop system would probably
t	 be even larger than indicated in Table 6-3 if these labor costs were added,
since the pumped loop system is more complex and would require greater
field assembly labor as contrasted to the compact, factory-produced heat
pipe solar receiver with TES.
I
	
	
These systems are not cost optimized systems. This must he kept
in mind. An example of this is that cellular insulation has already
been shown to be more cost-effective than the vacuum multifoil insula-
tion where size control is not a key factor. Considerable savings would
result in all systems if the cost of insulation were reduced to only a
few hundred dollars. Further cost optimization in other areas as well
could be expected to reduce the base costs even further.
r
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Table 6-3. Materials Cost Comparison-Heat
Pipe Solar Receiver Design and
u	 Pumped Loop Design
I
(Unit - Dollars)
Heat Pipe
Solar Receiver
Design
EM Pumped
Loop Design
TES Salt (NaF-MgF2 ) 327 327
Salt Supporting Structure 1153 5566
Cans
Can Support Structure
Tanks
Valves and Actuators N/A 4464
Piping or Heat Pipes 1010 3383
(Not Incl. G.L. Pump)
Wicking 1954 N/A
Containment Structure - First Layer 3790 334
Inner Vacuum Cylinders, Vessels
Flat Heads
Containment - Structure - Second Layer 155 N/A
Outer Vacuum Cylinders
Receivers	 (Separate) N/A 317-4
EM Pump N/A 850
Insulation 2055 3446
Not Including Receiver in Pumped Loop
Sodium N/A 178
I 10444 21727
6-5
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SECTION VII
OPERATING, SAFETY AND RISK ASSESSMENTS OF THE HEAT PIPE SOLAR RECEIVER
The advantages of the heat pipe solar receiver in terms of compact-
ness, manufacturability and operating characteristics have been discussed
briefly in the Introduction. It is the purpose here to assess the operat-
ing, safety and risks associated with the heat pipe solar receiver, since
that system appears to have the greatest potential for maximum efficiency
and lowest cost in mass production. Because of the very minimal amounts
of sodium involved, safety and risk consideration are not paramount. The
self regulating thermal control afforded by the TES and the compactness
of the design simplify the operating, maintenance and replacemen of this
power storage and conversion subsystem.
A.	 SYSTEM OPERATION
1.	 System Startup
Prior to focusing the concentrator and allowing solar energy to
enter the solar receiver, the TES containment vessel would he preheated to
a temperature of approximately 149°C (300°F). This will insure that the
sodium charge is in a liquid state (sodium melts at approximately 98°(7
(208°F) and t lius is capable of being wicked throughout the TF .S vessel.
This preheating could be accomplished via electrical heaters located in-
side the TES containment vessel. Temperature sensors, located at various
positions inside the TES, woulc be monitored to determine when the TF.S
system preheat cycle has been completed. Lock-out control systems would
prevent focusing of the concentrator if the TES containment is below 149%
(300°F). Electrical heaters would be automatically energized any time
the TES temperature is below 149°C (300°F).
The solar receiver/TES system may be at various angles of inclina-
tion and at various temperatures (including various power storage levels)
at startup. The solar flux level (insulation) available may also he at
various levels depending on the sky conditions and time of day. To study
the various possible startup conditions the most usual conditions will
be considered first and, later, the lest usual conditions will be con-
sidered.
a. Startup Condition #1.
• Inclination Angle	 100
• Solar lnsolation	 Typical - H:00 A.^l.
• TES Temperature Approximately 816'C. (1500°F) (approx.
21.7 kW t sensible heat lost during
13 hour n1ght; 42 * C (76°F) tempera-
ture drop from 1 fully discharged
TF:S system on the previous day)
7-1
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• Focal unit was kept at positive inclination for some period
of time at end of previous day (time enough to freeze Na
in evaporator and of heat pipe) and then unit was placed in
stowed position for the night.
The conditions outlined above can be considered usual. The solar
tracking system would be allowed to focus the concentrator as soon as
adequate solar insolation was available. When the TES system reached a
predetermined temperature, the electrical breaker connecting the induc-
tion motor/generator to the grid would be actuated. The generator would
operate as a motor starter for the Stirling engine and would bring the
Stirling engine up to the motor synchronous speed. The Stirling engine
would then start driving the motor above synchronous speed at which point
the motor would operate as a generator supplying power to the electrical
grid.
b. Startup Condition 112. Sauce as Condition 111; however, the con-
centrator was not placed in stowed position overnight. The unit was left
at the same position (inclination) overnight.
Under this condition, startup would he the same as disc!issed in
Condition 111. Overnight heat losses from the TES would he expected to
be somewhat less than those calculated with the receiver in the stowed
1	 position.
I c. Startup Condition 1'3. Same as Condition 111 or 2 but startup
would be made at a time when maximum solar insolation was available.
I	 Under this condition the inclination angle would be approximately 80°
(typical 12;00 noon). The higher solar insolation available would re-
sult in a faster heat up of thesolar receiver heat pipes. Thermal energy
i	 storage temperature would be continuously monitored and the Stirling
engine started as outlined in Startup Condition #1.
d. Startup Condition 114. For this cold startup condition it is
assumed that the TES system has been depleted, the unit has been out of
service for maintenance or other reasons and is ready to be placed back
in operation. The electrical preheaters would first be energized and
the TES brought up to a temperature of 149°C (300°F). This would insure
the sodium is in a liquid state in the TES. When the unit is shutdown,
the sodium would be allowed to freeze in the TES and heat pipes. Herelver
inclination at shutdown would allow the sodium in the heat pipes to freeze
In the evaporator end. The concentrator would he focused on the sun and
the heat pipes and TES would gradually heat up. At the predetermined TES
temperature the Stirling engine would be started as indicated in :oniition
H1.
2.	 Intermittent Solar Power Operation
Cloud passage, of course, kan result in intermittent solar power
being supplied to the solar receiver. The present design concept provides
a TES system capable of operating the Stirling engine-generator at a rated
power output of approximately 17.2 kW, for approximately 1.2 hours. As-
suming no solar power is available at the end of this time period, the
TES temperature will decrease and the power to the Stirling engine will
7-2
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also start to decrease; the Stirling engine output torque would decrease
and the generator speed would start to fall toward synchronous speed (at
which no power would be produced).
r,
However, as long as the Stirling engine is producing net power,
even at a reduced rate, the generator will continue to provide its power
to the grid. Conventional load management will be required to prevent
the load from exceeding the generator output. As the TES temperature
declines by means of sensible heat loss below the melting point of the
TES material, the system would continue to produce useful power at lower
power levels. At some temperature and power output level it would be
necessary to decide to shut the system down in order to retain the thermal
energy in the TES system for later restart. At this point, the circuit
breaker feeding the electrical load would be opened, disconnecting the
generator from the load, and either the working fluid pressure in the
Stirling engine would be reduced to prevent transmission of power to the
generator shaft or a brake might be utilized to stop the engine. The
latter would require electrical power, gas pressure or some other forty
of power to actuate the brak*.
Once cloud passage is complete and solar insolation again is avail-
[	 able at the receiver, the TES system temperature will start to rise. As
soon as the temperature reaches a preset value the electrical brerker to
the grid can be closed and the Stirling engine started. If desired, the
TES system may be partially or completely charged before placing the en-
gine-generator unit on the line. Aa the TES salt stores latent heat by
melting the TES material, the AT required to charge the capsules increases
requiring a higher sodium vapor temperature in the TES for a given charg-
ing time. Sodium vapor temperatures would be monitored throughout this
time as a means of sensing the need for regulating power to the TES or
to the Stirling engine.
Were a fossil fuel combustor to be added to the system.ita opera-
tion, in a highly efficient on-off manner, could be actuated by the tem-
perature in the TES system. The TES would maintain a smooth flow of
constant temperature and power to the Stirling engine; the combustor
would merely recharge the TES if necessary without the necesp i.ty of pro-
viding programmed variable thermal power inputs to the Stirling engine
to compensate for varying solar input or power demands.
B.	 OVEIN IGHT SYSTEM THERMAL LOSS
During overnight storage the conduction and convection losses
mentioned in Section IV still persist but the convection and radiation
losses from the cold receiver no longer occur. Over the course of a
13 hour night the heat losses from the TES area would result in a sen-
sible heat temperature drop of approximately 42'C (76'F) which corresponds
to an energy loss of about 21.7 kW t . This is small enough not to signi-
ficantly affect the performance of the Stirling engine on subsequent
startup. It alao indicates that the unit might be kept for several days
without having to go through any unique startup procedure.
0
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In the proposed storage mode the large dish would be inverted to
protect its surface. In this inverted position, if the sodium in the
primary heat pipes were still liquid, the primary heat pipes would con-
tinue to operate rejecting heat from the TES to the receiver, and sub-
sequently, by continuing radiation and convection, to the atmusphere.
1. By allowing the solar receiver to cool in the operating position and the
sodium to freeze in the heat pipes near the receiver aperture, such losses
L by reverse heat flow in the primary heat pipes could not occur. It was
necessary to determine what amount of time it would take for the liquid
sodium in the primary heat pipes to freeze in the cold end.
A finite element steady-state analysis of a primary heat pipe
` a
	bounded the problem between two extremes. The first extreme assumed that
the sodium in the heat pipe did nothing to increase the conductance of
the heat pipe and the second extreme assumed that the conductance of the
heat pipe was infinite. Figure 7-1 shows the results of the analysis.
When the assumption is made that the sodium in the heat pipe does nothing
to conduct heat, that is, the sodium does not transfer heat in the vapor
phase, the heat pipe will, sooner or later, cool below the freezing point
of the sodium. This also indicates that once frozen, by any means, the
sodium in the lower foot or so of the primary heat pipes will not thaw
until it is heated by the sun. If the assumption is made that the sodium
continues to circulate through the wicked portion of the heat pipe and
efficiently transfers heat in the vapor phase, then the solid line shows
that the heat pipe would not freeze. The answer lay between these two
extremes.
Since an accurate transient analytical model of a heat pipe was
difficult,the question was decided by experiment_ in the experiment a
heat pipe at a slope of approximately 10° was heated uniformly to 816%
(1500°F). Half of the heater on the evaporator section of the heat pipe
was then removed and the other half turned off. Air flow at approxi-
mately 3 mph was then directed on the heat pipe which cooled to tempera-
tures below the freezing point of sodium within 30 minutes. When the air
flow was incre-ised to 9 mph the time for sodium solidification was less
than 10 minutes. Figure 7-2 shows the experimental results for cooling
air flow at 3 mph.
The results of this experiment provide strong indication that,
after shutdown, the heat pi pes will cool to a temperature below the
freezing point of sodium at the aperture end of the evaporator section.
The concentrator could be moved to the stowed position after a wait of
about half an hour during which time the sodium in the primary heat pipes
would sulidifv preventing reverse heat flow from the TES to the cold re-
ceiver.
C.	 CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
1.	 Energy Extraction Control
The approximate 1.2 hours of TES allows the Stirling engine to
operate at near constant power input. At startup the control system
must decide at what time the electrical breaker tying the induction
generator to the load will be energized. This decision can be based on
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the status of the TES as indicated by the temperature of the secondary
;peat pipe vapor space and as monitored by a solar flux meter capable of
integrating the flux input.
	 A means of insuring that the TES system is
not overcharged, resulting in excessive primary heat pipe temperature,
must be incorporated through the secondary heat pipe vapor space tem-
perature.	 Assuming power to the Stirling engine is to remain constant,
j defocusing of the concentrator must be accomplished when this tempera-
[{ ture indicates the TES is superheated above 8°C (15°F).
	 Shutdown (dis-
connect from the electrical power system) may be determined by TES tem-
perature and/or Stirling engine speed and power output.
i	 !	 ;
u Although the kinematic-Stirling engine is capable of operation
at various speeds as a function of system fluid pressure, this type of
control appears complex and is not required when an induction generator
is utilized.	 Electrical power conversion for better storage or load dis-
patch control for the utility grid is beyond the scope of this assess-
ment.
2.	 Required Controls and Instrumentation
( The focal mounted system with approximately 1.2 hours of TES will
I` require a minimum of control and instrumentation. 	 Table 7-1 lists re-
quired instrumentation based on a very limited analysis.	 The type of
sensor, its location, and function are indicated.
Pressure type sensors for use in alkali metal systems normally con-
{ tain a bellows or diaphragm of some sort. 	 This must be kept heated since
( damage to the sensor can result if pressure were accidently applied when
I the sodium was frozen.	 For this reason pressure sensors are not recom-
mended for control system actuation.
[ Initial developmental units would require considerably more instru-
mentation to monitor system operation. 	 These would be primarily tempera-
ture sensors.	 Vibration monitors would also be employed.	 The Stirling
engine would probably require a fluid flow meter for measuring lube oil
and coolant flow rates.	 Loss-of-flow type switches and pressure gages
or switches also appear necessary. 	 Oil or coolant flow loss would auto-
maLically actuate the defocusing system, stop the engine and disconnect
the generator from the load.
t The induction generator instrumentation would consist of voltmeters,
Iammeters and a 3-phase wattmeter. 	 A generator overload condition would
result in a Stirling engine shutdown and defocusing action.
A conceptual control schematic is shown in Figure 7-3.
D.	 SERVICING REQUIREMENTS
Maintenance work will fall into the planned (routine) and unplanned
categories. The solar receiver and TES system are basically static sys-
tems and, therefore, maintenance would be expected to be minimal on these
components. The Stirling engine would require routine oil changes and,
possibly, coolant system cleaning. A major engine overhaul would, no
doubt, be required after a prescribed number of operating hours. Cer-
r
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Table 7-1. Required Control Instrumentation
Sensor Type Location Function
1. Temperature T/C Primary HP Over temperature pro-
tection.	 Activate de-
focusing system.
2. Light sensors Around heat pipe Feedback for tracking
(Fiber Optics) receiver aperture system.
3. Temperature TES system vapor Startup and shutdown
space control.
4. Temperature TES system interior Control pre-heating
structure (electric)	 system.
5. Tachometer Stirling engine shaft Actuate defocusing
system, brake and
determine shutdown.
6. Integrating solar Concentrator Monitors TES charge
flux meters level.
7. Pressure level Stirling lube system Loss of oil pressure;
shutdown Stirling
engine
8. Temperature level Stirling engine Loss of coolant or
coolant system high temperature
shutdown Stirling
engine.
9. Electrical Voltmeter Generator Control Monitor output and
Ampmeter provide protection
from overload.
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twin minor maintenance to the engine would be done in the field. Major
engine overhauls would be expected to require removal of the focal-mounted
j	 system to an overhaul depot. Removal and replacement of the compact and
integrated heat pipe solar receiver/TES/engine-generator could be quickly
and easily accomplished by means of a few simple disconnects.
The failure of a single primary heat pipe in the evaporator or
adiabatic section, from a thermal cycle fatigue crack or something else
that allows air into the heat pipe, will result in a power loss to the
system but not necessarily a shutdown, since the thermal energy carrying
capability of each of the heat pipes is well above its maximum normal
operation requirements. The repair need not be affected immediately;
_	 however, at some point the pipe would have to be removed from the TES
system containment and replaced.
Routine inspection of control systems and periodic actuation of
safetysystems to insure that their operation is satisfactory will be re-
quired. Control systems maintenance is expected to be the major portion
of this type of work done at the site.
Life limitations with regard to component replacement cannot be
accurately predicted at this time since most of the system components
have no past operating data to utilize for reference. The solar receiver
and TES system life will be dependent, to a large extent, upon material
properties such as oxidation resistance, creep strengtl: and thermal cyclic
fatigue. The Stirling engine will probably perform simiiar to other
t ypes of reciprocating machinery and require a major overhaul every 4000
operating hours (normally once a year).
The generator is inherently a very reliable mechanical device and
with the exception of routine lubrication should require little main-
tenance. The generator life will depend largely on lubrication of bear-
ings. An overhaul is estimated at every two years.
Repairs to the solar receiver heat pipes or TFS containment vessel
will require inert gas welding chambers, sodium filling facilities, and
evacuating equipment. These facilities would be located at the overhaul
depot or factory where the system was originally manufactured.
l;.	 PRELIMINARY FAILURE MODE EVALUATIONS
Possible failure methods and estimates of the probability of oc-
currences, consequences, methods of failure avoidance, repair methods,
relative cost of repairs and safety aspects are presented in Table 7-2 	 f
for each of the focal-mounted major components. As with most systems,
failures might result from any one or more of four major areas: design,
manufacture, operation or accident. The program implementation plan
should, therefore, include the detailed study of how potential failure	 I
or defects can be eliminated in each of these areas.
Fxperience from previous work in the development of alkali metal
systems operating at high temperatures provides some insight into failure
modes for the Na filled heat pipe and TES system its indicated in Table
7-2. 'Che analysis covers only the components of the focal mount system.
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:1 failure of the concentrator solar tracking system (failure to defocus
concentrator in the event of a loss of load) could result in the over-
temperature and destruction of the focal-mounted system; however, the
thermal energy storage provides add{*ional time for corrective action
even when the TES system is full, ounrged since the sensible heat of the
system will slow the rate of tem !..-.ture increase.
In reviewing the information in tho table certain things become
(	 apparent. First, structural failure from thermal cyclic fatigue ranks
highest on the occurrence probability scale. Second, the result of the
failure would generally be either a relatively small decrease in per-
formance or a relatively sudden and complete failure to perform. The
latter conditions are usually associated with loss of sodium from the
system or the entrance of air into the sodium-containing portions of the
system, particularly the TES vapor spaces. Failure of this type would
entail significant repair costs or possibly replacement of the unit. De-
sign, manufacturing and quality control procedures will require the utmost
attention to avoid such failures during normal operation.
The loss of sodium to the atmosphere will normally result in a
i	 limited fire. The sodium will self-ignite from the moisture in the air.
When this occurs a dense white smoke, NaO, is produced and NaOH is found
around the leak. The TES system will operate at a pressure slightly under
atmospheric so that a leak will allow air to enter the containment vessel.
The air being noncondensible will stop the heat transport system normal
operation and NaO will be found throughout the inside of the system. In
this event the complete TES unit would require a thorough cleaning before
it could be placed back in operation.
Contact between fluoride salt and molten sodium causes no obser-
vable reaction*.
It will be necessary to continue failure analysis efforts as es-
tablishment of the system proceeds to insure that a high degree of re-
liability is provided in design, manufacturing and operation.
F.	 HEAT PIPE RELIABILITY
In assessing the expected operating life and reliability of alkali
metal heat pipes in the heat pipe solar receiver expected to operate for
many years in the 788-871°C (1450-1600°F) temperature range, the follow-
i.ng factors must be considered:
• Oxidation resistance of heat pipe materials.
• Strength of materials used in heat pipes expressed as allowable
stresses versus temperature.
• Low Cycle Fatigue both as to imposed thermal conditions and to
LCF thermal transient analysis of components.
1 Bozer, 0., "Safety Considerations for High Temperature Thermal Energy
Storage in Fluoride Salts"; Repro. No. 779092 IECEC Record 1977, pp 575-582.
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s Alkali metal materials compatibility as evidenced in long term
operation of alkali metal test capsules and power conversion
systems.
e Heat Pipe Life Tests reviewed from the background of limited
prior test experience.
e Embrittlement of materials which might occur in the presence
of hydrogen.
` A definitive discussion of these factors and of prior testing ex-
perience in both heat pipes and alkali metal pumped loop systems is con-
tained in a separate document .
	 Based upon prior operating experience
with alkali metal heat pipes at lower temperatures and on long term pumped
loop alkali metal operating experience in this temperature range, the de-
velopment of heat pipe thermal transport syste=a for high temperature
r
. solar applications appears warranted.
i The use of weldable, fabricable, solution strengthened alloys with-
} out siknificant ductility limiting aging reactions will be required.
Oxidation and thermal fatigue will be more severe in the solar re-
ceiver which operates at the maximum temperature and is more subject to
thermal fluctuation.	 There, oxidation resistant stabilized grades of
stainless steels or superalloys will be required.
	 The flexibility of
the solar receiver constructed of free-standing parallel tubes should be
helpful in minimizing the effects of thermal gradients;
	
the high in-
ternal thermal conductance of the heat pipes themselves is also hene-
ficial.
	 In the secondary TES heat pipe,the isothermal nature of the
heat pipe and the thermal inertia provided by the TES will limit, signi-
ficantly, the possibility of low cycle thermal fatigue.	 Because of the
relatively low vapor pressure of sodium, high pressure stresses are not
G
anticipated, but creep strength considerations and allowable design
( stresses must be considered in detailed designs.
r^ I
An extensive background of alkali metal compatibility testing
r.
suggests that proper control of heat pipe cleanliness, careful control of
E alkali metal impurities and the use of appropriate handling, transfer,
loading and sealing techniques can assure more reliable long tetra opera-
tion.	 Alkali metal heat pipe endurance tests have been successfully con-
ducted for periods over 35,000 hours in duration; lithium fluoride fused
salt storage systems have also been operated for longer than 10 , 000 hours
in primary and secondary sodium heat pipe systems at temperatures in the
816-871°C (1500 -1600°F) range in a reliable manner. 	 No hydrogen embrittle-
ment has been experienced in these tests.	 Methods have been developed
for minimizing the diffusion of hydro^!V,, into heat pipes and of clearing
hydrogen from heat pipes during testing. 	 Hydrogen embrittlement by means
( of gross hydrogen impregnation is not to be expected; 	 the use of helium
l rather than hydrogen in the Stirling engine should be chosen to avoid
6
this concern.
^	 l
Zimmerman, W.F. and Stearns, J.W., "Heat Pipe Operating Reliability for
r
1{
the Solar Stirling Receiver", DOE/.TPL 1060-29 (To be published).
`
cl
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Overall, sufficient evidence is available to indicate that heat
pipes can be made to operate reliably for long periods of time in the
593-871°C (1100-1600°F) range using the most economical materials for the
interded temperature. The exact lifetime and temperature levels for which
spec,:ically designed heat pipe systems can be used will, however, re-
quire further system study conceptual design verification and component
life testing.
G.	 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
1.	 Sodium Safety Considerations
Sodium, like other rlkali metals, rapidly oxidizes when exposed
to the atmospt ►ere. When exposed to air of relatively high humidity
spontaneous ignition occurs and a dense white smoke is produced, (NaO).
An oxide film then normally forms on the surface causing the flam_ ..
 to
be extinguished. Removal of the oxide film will allow the sodium to flame
up again. Continued exposure to the atmosphere results in the formation
of sodium hydroxide. This substance on the surface of a metal has a
greenish color.
The spontaneous ignition of sodium can result in the ignition of
adjacent combustible material; the heat generated during rapid oxidation
can produce damage to containment or other adjacent hardware; the oxide
smoke can produce corrosive damage to machined parts, paints, etc., and
also have adverse effect on the lungs and eyes of system operating person-
nel. The extent of these effects is, of course, a function of the amount
of oxide smoke and the time one is exposed to the smoke.
From the above,one would surmise that although sodium is an ex-
cellent high temperature heat transfer media it presents some hazards to
system construction, operation, and maintenance. Recognizing this fact,
the extent of the hazard is then a function of the system design, quality
control during construction, operating and maintenance procedures and
last, but most importantly, the quantity of sodium utilized in the system.
Since each heat pipe in the receiver contains a negligible amount
of sodium,the failure of any primary heat pipe produces no significant
safety hazard. The hazard from loss of sodium from the secondary heat
pipe is similarly limited because of the relatively small quantity of
sodium contained therein and the dispersed nature of the solar concen-
trator power collection system. Thus, the possibility of damage to
adjacent equipment or hazards to operating personnel is almost nonexistant.
One of the main advantages of sodium as a heat transfer media is
its very low vapor pressure at high temperature. Only at maximum operat-
ing temperature will the system pressure rise slightly above atmospheric
pressure. Furthermore, for the heat pipe solar receiver,there are no
requirements to pump sodium in a liquid state at pressures above atmos-
pheric. Thus, for the most part, leakage of air into the system will be
the result of a containment vessel failure. If the leak is in a region
which contains liquid, the sodium -an, however, flow from the vessel or
heat pipe via gravity and cause a minor fire. Significant damage to the
system via oxygen contamination can result from the in-leakage of air;
however, hazards from fire or smoke are reduced to a minimum.
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2.	 ,olar Flux Missed Aperture Analysis
A finite element heat transfer analysis of the consequences of the
solar flux missing the aperture was performed for system survivability,
..,i material selection confirmation and for system control purposes. Under
the peak solar flux the analysis determined the maximum temperature vs.
time that might be expected on the ceramic solar heat barrier which sur-
rounds the aperture. The surface temperature distribution was also cal-
1	 culated after equilibrium was reached.
i
	
	 This analysis predicted a maximum temperature of about 1316°C (2400'F)
on the ceramic and about 466% (870'F) on the steel outer case in the un-
likely event the sun spot remained in a fixed position on the ceramic sur-
face. A peak temperature gradient along the ceramic surface was 320%
1	 (575°F) per inch. Figure 7-4 indicates the transient temperatures at
the point of maximum equilibrium temperature. At a concentrator stew rate
of 400° or more per hour the sun spot would remain on a given position
on the ceramic for less than one minute; thus it appears that the front
outer surface of the solar receiver exposed to this moving sun spot would
only reach a maximum temperature of around 427'C (800'F) during focusing
and defocusing of the receiver for solar heat control purposes. The low
expansion Cordierite ceramic which is exposed to these conditions could
readily tolerate this condition and no eignifice.nt damage would be done
to the solar receiver itself even if the sun spot were allowed to remain
fixed on the outer ceramic surface of the solar receiver.
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SECTION VIII
ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF HEAT PIPE SOLAR RECEIVER
A.	 RATIONALE FOR ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
Even in  the conceptual design phase of a project, it is necesyary
to estimate the final cost of components. A concept which is shown to
he much too costly at an early stage of conceptualization can he eliminated
I	 and effort placed on more viable ones. Analysis of cost early in a pro-
gram also leads to the identification of areas where significant cost re-
ductions are possible. Titus, the estimated cost of heist pipe solar re-
ceivers and components has been performed on all concepts for assessment
i	 purposes.
Several factors are significant in performing; such an assessment.
These include the goals to be achieved for cost, the methods used to es-
timate costs, and the degree of product maturity a yy ullled. '1'ttere are
subtle problems of extrapolation and of predicting future technical and
economic scenarios.
The goals for receiver costs are based on the goals for the cost
of the entire Stirling power system, including the costs of the concentrator,
power conversion system, controls, and, of course, the receiver. For
this assessment, .111I. determined the breakdown in cost targets for each
component subsystem, and these are discussed below. Since these sub-
system goals are interrelated, the subsystem designer does not, and should
not, have rull freedom. For example, lowering the receiver temper,.trre
might make it much cheaper, but, since the Stirling engine would then he
less efficient, more concentrator area would be required for the same power,
and the overall economics might surfer. Hence it is important to investi-
t
	 gate low cost receivers within the total external restraints imposed by
they
 development program goal established by JPL.
i
	
	
Cost estimation methods var y widely depending on the objective.
Since this project is aimed at it ma ys produced product, at the rate of
several hundred thousand units a year, equivalent to several thousands
Lit' megawatts of installed power or several large coal or nuclear power-
plants, the me.ttodr: used are based on true marr y pro.iurtton economic:=.
At this production scale t ypical costing; structures merit attention.
'fable 8-1 show y the breakdown for it t y pical ma y s produced automotive
prodti t. The key point Is that direct entterials make up approximettely
10 percent of the selling price. A -,imilar matrrial y cosh to selling
price ratio was assumrd for tsars production cost estimates of Lite heat
pipe solar receiver. The method used for cost analysts for this project
consisted of calculating component materials weights, ial I'll l lit Ing the
cost of materials :ttw then doubling the total mateHal cost to get an
estimated selling price.
4-1
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Table 8-1. Typical Mass Production Cost Breakdown
Direct Labor (Factory Floor)
	 3.81
Direct Material (In appropriate forms) 	 50.0
Overhead (Including Supervisors and Foremen)	 22.0
Labor-Overhead-Materials
	 75.8
G&A
	 7.5
Production Cost	 83.3
Margin (Facilities amortization, profit, etc.)
	 16.7
Selling Price	 100.0%
Based on automotive practice, including
the use of dedicated facilities, multi-
shift operation, and a thoroughly mature
product.
GEAEP-54
It must be emphasized that the resulting selling price is a longL	 range forecast. In no way does it represent the price for a unit in the
near future.
The determination of material prices in mass production quantities
requires special attention. Except for common materials such as rolled
steel, aluminum, concrete, etc., this information represents another es-
(I	 timate. Thi; is because many materials and components simply are not
now produced at the required level. Vendors are generally unwilling to
even estimate costs at levels several orders of magnitude greater than
present production. General Electric's approach in these cases was to
ti	 apply judgement for the more significant components based on the history
of other materials, such as aluminum. The ultimate availability of ma-
terials, such as chromium and cobalt, was also considered.
Another key consideration is the influence of design improvements.
Usual industrial practice is based on continual product improvement, in-
cluding substitution of materials, redesign to permit the use of lesser
l	 quantities of the more expensive materials, and development of low cost
materials for a specific application. General Electric has a3sumed a
+	 certain amount of this type of improvement. However, no "breakthroughs"
I	 have been assumed.
B. SYSTEM WEIGHT AND COST OBJECTIVES
The weight and cost objectives for the heat pipe solar receiver
are shown in Table 8-2. Initial objectives were $400/kWei later specific
solar receiver and TES cost objectives shown in the table were incorporated
which, for the conceptual design provided a cost target of $110/kWe.
Only 20.5 percent of the unit cost is associated with the receiver func-
tion, while 79.5 percent is determined by the TF.S function. Cost reduc-
tions appear possible in both areas but the TITS area should be capable
of the greatest potential reductions. The weight objective was based
on projected concentrator design concepth and assumed that the Stirling
engine and generator weigh about 265 kg.
C. MASS PRODUCTION COST ESTIMATES
I
	
	 Three designs have been analyzed for cost and weight. The first
is the original conceptual design. Its features included vacuum insula-
tion, much use of high-cobalt alloys, and wick covered salt capsules.
It is shown earlier in Figure 2-1. It represents little attempt to
achieve low cost and is essentially a low risk, one-of-a-kind design.
Since it was clearly too expensive, a second design was made. It featured
fibrous insulation, low-cost TES salt, substitution of stainless steel
for high-cobalt alloys and, generally, a simpler, more efficient struc-
ture. The third design decreased the amount of structure required to
support the salt and reduced the wicking requirements substantially.
Even lower cost insulation was used, and advantage of possible mass
production tooling; was taken.
C
	
	
Figure 8-1 shows schematically the approach co product improve-
ment and cost reduction.
r
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t
62.1 kW t
52.5 kW 
16.5 kW
e
1365 kg (3010 lbs)
,-1100 kg (,2420 lbs)
Per Unit Per kW %
e
$ 372.60 $	 22.58 20.5
787.50 47.72 43.4
656.25 39.75 36.1
$1816.35 - 100.0
$110.05	 100.0
.	
t
1.
1.
G
w
^L
I
a
i
Solar Receiver Output
TES Output
Engine Generator Output
Maximum Focal Mount Weight
Allowable Receiver S TES Weight
"Receiver" @ $6/kWt
"TES" @ $15/kWt
"TES" (1.25 hrs. @ $10/kWht
Total Unit Cost Objective
Total Cost per kW 
Material Cost Objective
GEAEP-54
$ 908.00
Table 8-2. Cost and Weight Objectives
Based on material cost equal to 112 of the selling price.
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Table 8-3 shows the results. Clearly the original concept does
not meet the cost and weight objectives. The second design nearly meets
the weight objective, but is still much too costly. The third design
meets the weight objective, and is near the cost objective.
i
This cost reduction process is now being performed under a sub-
sequent contract. It is clear that the goal is potentially attainable,
but that more work is still needed.
r
y
r
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Table 8-3. Cost and Weight of Heat Pipe Solar Receiver
Parameter
Initial
(IIA-188
Concept
- LiF)
Demonstration
Prototype
(S.	 Steel
NaF-MgF2)
Low Cost
Design
(Tube and
Header)
kg lb kg	 lb kg lb
Receiver 210 463 210	 463 26 57
Salt 359 791 359	 791 359 791
Cans 86 190 79	 174 29 64
TES Area Structure 212 467 181	 399 56 123
TES Area Wicking & 86 189 86	 189 42 93
Sodium
Insulation 201 443 201
	 443 188 414
Outer Steel Shell & 157 346 157	 346 84 185
Support Structure
Total 1311 ?890 1273	 2805 784 1727
Stirling Engine 147 324 147	 324 147 324
Generator 68 150 68	 150 68 150
Total 1526 3364 1488	 3279 999 2201
Materials Costs Est.
	 $14,972	 $100440	 $2,380
(1978 Dollars)	 048760 with
cellular
insulation)
GEAEP-54
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SECTION IX
CONCLUSIONS
The following significant conclusions are made regarding the use
of alkali metals for thermal transport and thermal energy storage in
point focusing, distributed concentrator Stirling solar power conversion
systems:
1. Thermal trans port in focus mounted. com p act and full
integrated solar receiver/TES/Stirling engine-generator
subsystems is best effected through the use of alkali
metal heat pipes. Heat transfer fluid pumping losses
are negligible. The temperature drop from solar receiver
to Stirling engine is minimal because of the high alkali
metal evaporating and condensing heat transfer coeffi-
cients. Reverse heat flow from the TES is avoided. The
compactness afforded by the use of heat pipes is a sig-
nificant factor: it aids in the reduction of thermal
losses; it minimizes focal point mass; it makes the unit
readily mass producible and testable at the factory and
it permits simple low-cost field installation and change-
out for local repair and maintenance or for re-shipment
to a major overhaul center. Even without the use of TES,
this heat transfer method minimizes receiver and Stirl-
ing engine heat exchanger trot spots and temperature
variations which can adversely affect engine life and
performance.
2. Latent heat thermal enercy storas:e is preferred over
sensible heat storage. The near constant operating tem-
perature of the TES heat source avoids the energy de-
gradation associated with the operation of sensible heat
storage over a wide temperature range. It permits the
Stirling engine to operate at a steady, near maximum
operating temperature without significant fluctuations
in power level or losses in efficiency at off-design
operating temperatures. The efficiency of latent heat
storage at high cycle operating temperatures is particu-
larly effective in that it minimizes the weight and cost
of high temperature materials required to contain both
the TES material and the heat transfer media.
3. The availabilit y of latent heat stora ►te and alkali metal
thermal transport offer significant advantages to the
addition o^ fossil fuel hybridization. Fuel :ombustion
can be accomplished in a highly efficient oil
	 off mode
at high combustion efficiencies. The need for special
q-1
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controls, varlablo combust lon rates and a 111911 turn-down
ratio reyuiied to suppleuu• nt variable solar lnsolation
rates which would he required in a direct solar receiver,
can be avoided. The combustor could be installed on the
secondary heat pipe thus avoiding reradiation losses from
the receiver during fossil fuel combustion. The relatively
large external surface areas of the secondary TES heat
pipe are adequate for combustion-side convective heat
transfer; and, the high evaporative heat transfer film
coefficient in the alkali metal minimizes both temperature
differentials in the secondary heat pipe and the possible
overheating of the heat transfer surfaces.
4. Heat p ipe desi gn confirmation tests indicate the actual
I
	
	
heat pipes will perform as predicted at all operating
angles of inclination and that the heat pipes will not
allow significant reverse heat flow during intermittent
operation or during overnight periods in the stowed
position.
5. Wicking design confirmation tests indicate the selected
wick configurations have the pumping capacities and flow
capabilities across wick joints required by the conceptual
designs.
6. The heat p i pe solar receiver with TES permits an optimum
orientation of the Stirling engine. The engine can be
oriented so as to provide ready accessibility to all en-
gine components and to permit positive gravity drainage
of the engine oil seals at all angles of inclination of
the solar concentrator during normal operation. It is not
necessary that the centerline of the Stirling engine heat
exchanger be concentric with the solar receiver.
7. The conceptual design of the focus mount.^d [),--at pipe solar
receiver with TES provides a basis for the early fabrication
and test of a highly efficient distributed concentrator
solar Stirling power conversion system and for the pro-
gressive development of lower cost systems in mass produc-
tion.
8. Pumped loop li q uid metal thermal trans port and storage
systems have significant disadvantages compared to the
focal mounted HPSR but may have possibilities where larger
TES is required. For long pipe runs between several con-
centrators and a common TES engine-generator, the piping
heat losses are prohibitive. The system requires pumps,
valves, controls and large masses of alkali metal which
art, heavy, which add appreciable cost and which will, in
sumo cases, require development of components not currently
available. For single phase pumped loops, significant
sensible heat temperature differentials are required to
transport thermal energy. This results in the operation
of various components in the system over a wider range of
9-`
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temperatures than necessary with resultant losses in
operating efficiencies; it also produces higher operating
temperatures in the solar receiver than would be required
using heat pipe thermal transport. The system might have
some marginal utility for a single concentrator if signifi-
cantly larger TES periods were required and the TES mass
was utilized to replace some of this concentrator counter-
balance mass.
I
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SECTION X
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made regarding continuing efforts
related to the further development of point focussing, distributed concen-
trator Stirling solar power conversion systems with liquid metal thermal
f	 transport and latent heat thermal energy storage:
1. The design, fabrication and test of a focus mounted heat
pipe solar receiver with TES is recommended.
2. Additional conceptual design effort is needed to continue
the process of cost reductions in heat pipe solar receivers
in order to achieve minimum capital cost in mass production;
such effort should be initiated both to identify these de-
sign concepts and to define the experimental design confir-
mation and modular test efforts necessary to implement them.
3. Other TES supportive technology programs should be continued
!	
to more accurately characterize the physical, thermal and
I	 corrosion compatibility properties of TES materials appli-
cable to solar Stirling engine operating temperatures.
4,	 An application requirements study should be undertaken to
assess the economic value of distributed concentrator solar
Stirling power in conjunction with thermal energy storage
and fossil fuel hybridization. The study might use as
inputs such factors as size of the concentrator unit, TES
duration, extent of fossil fuel utilization, utilization
i I	 of the power on a utility grid, swing load power require-
ments, effect of solar Stirling market penetration and al-
ternate utility power operation options.
10-1
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APPENDIX A
1	 DESIGN ANALYSIS OF A GAS LIFT PU1 4PED LOOP
INTRODUCTION
Gas lift pumps operate on the combined principles of denetty dif-
ference and entrainment of a fluid behind rising gas bubbles. Their great
attractiveness lies in that a pump is not needed that =c.Lually pumps the
liquid through which the gas is bubbled. This analysis investigates the
applicability of such a pump for pumping a liquid metal around a loop on
a paraboloid solar concentrator/ receiver between the receiver and a thermal
energy storage unit. A method of simplified analysis is derived herein
and compared with the results of more accurate analysis.
The liquid metal pumped loop thermal transport portion of the sin-
gle concentrator solar Stirling power presently under study for the JPL
Solar Stirling Engine can be designed in a variety of ways. One of the
most intriguing is the gas lift pump design suggested by Elliott l . This
approach uses bubble driven circulation to drive the heat transfer fluid
through the thermal system. While such gas lift pumps are unfamiliar to
many in the heat transfer community, they have a respectable provenance.
In Marks' Handbook 2
 there is a discussion of such pumps applied to munici-
pal water systems. Water lifts of 91.4 m (300 ft) with efficiencies of 36
to 48 percent are reported.
One of the attractions of this mode of pumping is that it may, as
suggested by Elliott, solve the pumping problem in a materials/tempera-
ture regime where mechanical pumps are not available. For this reason,
a design analysis for the use of a gas lift pumped loop was carried out.
The results of that analysis follow.
DESIGN DEFINITION
The sketch of Figure A-1 describes the design configuration analyzed.
This configuration may differ in detail from the precise design under
study at JPL, which was unavailable to us at the time of this work, but
it represents with sufficient accuracy the salient geometrical require-
ments. In this sketch, the concentrator parabola is 11 meters in di-
ameter, has a support ring at 60% of its radius, and has a tripod sup-
porting the receiver at the focal point. The fccus is at 0.6 times the
diameter. There is shown, in addition to the basic components, a line
designated the High Rise Pipe which runs from the lowest point on the
dish to the receiver. Not shown are the heat storage tank, nor the verti-
cal extent of the gas/liquid separation tank which will extend somewhat
above the receiver.
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Gas lift pumps provide pressure, as will be discussed below, in
proportion to their vertical height. The critical design condition,
from the pressure rise point of view, is, therefore at the lowest eleva-
tion, which is 10% The 10° horizon is indicated. The vertical height
of the tripod leg in the vertical plane is 3.9 m (11.9 ft.), while that
Of the high rise pipe is 5.9 m (18 ft.). These dimensions limit the
pressure: available trom the gas lift pump.
Further characteristics of related components can be found in Ref-
erence 3. The heat transfer fluid is sodium. The pump gas is argon.
The operating temperature is 871 0C (16OO ) F). Using the pil-ing, heat ex-
changer and storage tank characteristics supplied in Reference 3, an esti-
mate was made of the circuit pressure drop coefficient, K -AP/q?; where q
is the dynamic pressure of the flow in the piping. Details of th^s analysis
-ire provided in Reference 4. The results of this analysis provide a value
of K - 20. However, implied in this result is the assumption that the
flow velocities inside the Stirling engir_e heat exchanger are sufficiently
small so that they do not contribute to the pressure dro p of the system.
This assumption seems reasonable with the present configuration, however,
it might require modification if, for example, the mass flow were sub-
stantially reduced. In this case tight baffling might be needed to in-
sure adeq to heat transfer and this, in turn, would increase the pres-
sure drop in the heat exchanger with respect to thrtt- in the piping.
From the above analysis, the chart of Figure A-2 was p5epared. The
specific weight of sodium was taken to be 720 kg/m (45 lb/ft ) at the
operating temperature of 87100 (16000 F). A range of pipe diameters of from
25-50 mm (1-2 in.) was used and the resulting relationships between the
system pressure drop and the system weight flow calculated and plotted.
Clearly shown in this figure is the variation of the pressure drop with
the second power of the flow. Less clearly is indicated the inverse fourth
power variation with pipe diameter. Earlier design calculations employed
larger 76 mm (3 in.) piping. However, layouts of the corresponding receiver
designs quickly devolved upon 25 mm (1 in.) piping. Larger sizes cause
rapid increases in cost, particularly of insulation, size and weight. It
will be difficult, from a systems point of view, to entertain piping much
larger than 25 mm (1 in.).
STATIC ANALYSIS OF THE GAS LIFT PUMP
The diagram of a gas lift pump based on the suggestion of Elliott
is shown in Figure A-3. Annotated upon this figure are the pressure de-
fining equations around the liquid loop. By straightforward substitu-
tion of these equations we can arrive at an expression for the pressure
P I as
1	 —
h	 p
p 1 _ AP + p Z gel	 hf	 pl -1
	
(1)( ,)(-
 
R
where the two loop pressure drops, Ap l and Ap 2 have been combined into
AP. (Note that the density pl refers to the average density of the two
phase fluid over the height li f t  while the density p'2 refers to the density
over th	 hhe height ( f- l )). Hoever, p i is also
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Figure A-3. Diagram of Gas Lift Pump (From Elliott).
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P1 = P R gh 1	(2)
combining (1) an( (2) and simplifying leads to
AP - h R
 p R g - h R p R g 
hf p
l - 1	 (3)
l	 R
We introduce the notion of the static height, h.., defined as
AP
hs - P R8	 (4)
which is the head of liquid of density p which must be supplied by the
pump. Introducing this definition in 
	
produces
hs
	hR + h1 - h P1
	
(5)
f PR
But	 (lif	 h l ) P 2
 - h  P R (see Fig. A-3)	 (6)
PR
So that
	
hf = h l + h R x p	 (7)
2
If (7) is substituted into (5), the result can be reduced to
h s
 = h l 1 - pl + h R 1 - pl	 (H)
R	 2
Now if the pressure drop from p 4 to p l is small compared to the reservoir
pressure, p 0 , i.e.,
p
« 1	 (9)
which is a reasonable case, then pl ti p 2 and
P
hs	
p
= h l 1 - l/
	
(lU)
R
(Note we can now drop the subscript on p).
Equation (10) provides a simplified explanation of the pressure developed
*
This is equivalent to the assumption that the gag in the pump is in-
compressible.
A-6
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l	 by the gas lift pump. The pressure arises from the difference in densi-
ties between the liquid in the downcomer and the mixture in a correspond-
ing length of two phase flow pipe. The absolute limiting pressure that
i	 call be developed is the static head in the downcomer, but that only if
the average density in the two phase flow is zero.
An expression for the density ratio p/p I can be constructed as
P	 AR
P	 pg 
Ag 
+ p R A.2 _ P	 Ag (11)
pR P  (A9 
+ 
AZ )	 AR
1 + 
a
g
P	 AZ
It is reasonable to assume that - i « 	 for a wide variety of cases of
interest. For such cases,	 P 	 A 
P =
	
A+ 
A = RL = (1-RG )	 (12)
p R AL	 G
Substituting (12) in (10) provides
	
h  = h l R 	 (13)
From this we define a standpipe effectiveness of the gas lift pump as the
ratio of the pressure developed by the pump to the height of the down-
comer. For the static analysis
h
	
Es 
= lis =R 	 4)1
From this relationship it can be inferred that it will he difficult to
achieve effectiveness factors approaching unity since with equal volumes
of gas and liquid the static effectiveness is 0.5. The actual gas lift
pump has further losses.
I
	
	
A comparison was made between this completely simplified static
analysis and the results calculated by Elliott. In order to make this
comparison the two-phase empirical relations of Hughmark 5 , for determin-
ing the gas mass flow rate, used by Elliott were also used here. The
comparison shown in Figure A-4 is remarkably good with Elliott's cal-
culations showing pressure losses with respect to the static analysis
at the high gas fraction, i.e., high gas flow rates. This is to be ex-
pected since the static analysis is unaware of the frictional pressure
The ratio 
p^ 
is typically of the order of magnitude 10 -3 while ratios
AL
	
g
 much less than 10 -1 would he of little practical interest.
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drop. This comparison serves two purposes, it provi,i•-s an outside check
on Elliott's .analysis and it provides an extremely simple analvtical ap-
proxim.ation for the effectiveness as a function of the gas holdup fraction.
`	 ESTM%TE OF THE EFFFCT1VE STANDPIPE HEIGHT, Ill.  AVAILABLE FROM THE MAXI-
MUM DOWNCOMER 	 I
The analysis of Elliott and the static analysis above makes the
assumption that the density of two phase flow will be uniform throughout.
With pipes inclined substantially from the vertical, as will be the down-
comer in this apparatus at its design point, this assumption becomes ques-
tionable since separation of the gaseous and liquid phases could occur.
This doubt is especially true when the gas holdup fraction, R	 is sub-
I	 stantial.	 g
intuitlon leads one to believe that in such situations, the bubbles
will tend to rise vertically, not along the axis of the doariicomer. As a
result of this preferential motion, the originally uniform distribution
of gas and liquid will become skewed with the gas tending to collect at
the top and the unbouyed liquid at the bottom. To the extent that this
t I unmixing occurs, the performance of the pump will be impaired. The amount
of gravitational (houyancy) separation effected would depend upon the L/D
of the pipe, the inclination angle and the ratio of the vertical component_
of the bubble terminal velocit y
 with respect to the liquid velocity.
t (
	 Hughmark comments that his correlation works as well for horizontal pipes
as vertical ones but he had eliminated the Weber number (the bubble
convection parameter) before he analyzed the horizontal data. The point
I	 remains unclear.
In order to estimate the pressure rise available from the gas lift
pump, we must make some preliminary assumption as to the maximum value
of R which we may prudently use. Since the performance estimates we
now make 	 are not based on test data it is wise to leave some headroom for
performance degradation with respect to the theoretical estimates. In
Figure A-5 there is a plot of the HUghmark correlation of the gas holdup
fraction as a function of mass flow for an argon driven pump. The selec-
tion of argon will be discussed below. In this figure it can be seen
that R a log in. in the central region but drops even below the logarithmic
rate a^ higher flow rates. Notice that for an order of magnitude in-
crease in gas flow, from 3 x 10-4 to 3 x 10- 3 , the gas holdup fraction
increases from 0.3 to 0.7, that is, it barely doubles. This tact and the
fact illustrated in Figure A-4, that the accountable losses increase at
an increasing rate with gas flow (and R C ) suggest that we select a value
of Rt; not unduly great. We have assumed a value of R t; - 0.6. From
Elliott's curve in Figure A-4, we find a value of h s /h l = 0.56 and we apply
a factor of 0.9 to this to account for pressure losses not inell.-d d in
Elliott's anal ysis. From which
^.	 Al' - p t g 11 x 0.56 x 0.9
r	 = 1766 x 9.8 x 5.1 x 10.504
- 44.3 x 0.504 - ''2. ► k Pa. ( .. ', h:<11.
A line corresponding to this, the available pressure, has been adtictl to
I,	 Figure A-2.
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F The above cal-kulat ion ashumvs	 that	 all	 of the "'nigh	 rise pipe"	 Is
allocated to the downcomer, 	 i.e., we are using the maximum value of h
r the gas/liquid separation chamber would have to be installed above thLI
receiver.
	
This chamber must he very effective since the Dump is pre-
sumed to be in a cold leg.	 Sodium carried over into the cold '.eg will
solidify creating both maintenance and reliability problems.	 The impact
I	
(
of the separation chamber has not been evaluated.
1. By reading the intersections of the available pressure line with
the various pipe diameters. we can determine the corresponding flow rates.
These various flow rates are required to deliver the name amount of heat,
52.5 KW,	 to the SEHX*.	 Naturally,	 the temperature drop needed to deliver
this constant heat will vary inversely with the flow rate.
	 The tempera-
ture drop can be computed from the following.
j Btuq-	 52.5 i,14 	 34.12
r
t	 111
sec 
q - w Cp AT	 (15)
l
AT - q— CP(Na) - 0.30, hence	 (16)
r	 w Cp
I	 AT = 34.12	
= 166 'F
0.3xw
	
w
This relationship is plotted in Figure A -6 where w has just been determined
above.
It is readily apparent that ii,creasing the flow rate decreases the
temperature drop in the SEHX and correspondingly increases the SE operat-
ing temperature while on the other hand it increases the pressure drop
and the pump work. In the case of the gas lift pump these last factors
may be crucial. It is of interest therefore to establish a quantitative
estimate of the effect of the flow rate on the SE efficiency so that the
conflicting interests can be reasonably compromised. Therefore, an es-
timate was made of the effect of operating temperature on the SE effi-
ciencv. Their estimates showed that effect of decreasing the SEHX wall
operating temperature from 871°C (1600°F) causes a decrease in SE effi-
ciency of 0.022 percentage counts/F from which we can evaluate the impact
of changes in the flow rate and SEkLX wall temperature on the SE efficiency.
ESTIMATION OF THE PUMP POWER
Since the gas flow is essentially incompressible, see (9), the
gas and liquid pumping requirements can be considered together. That
is,
.	
Q.l. AP
	 (17)
..
P
 P	
nP
*
Stirling Engine Heat Exchanger.
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C	 m ,	 m
whe re 0 f = — + -h	 (18)
P R	P9
f
if we assume the pump efficiency to be 75%.
1 . ^	
4 m
	 mR
PP 3 B+PR
	
(19)
l
Li	 The fraction of their pump work which is lost to the system can be com-
puted by considering that the pump power was provided by the Stirling
engine, the generator anu an electric motor. That is, the total thermal
energy expended on the pump is
P
c	
1'	
(20)PTOT	 nm ng nst
where the subscripts should be self-explanatory.
Since all of the pump energy is deposited in the fluid, the energy
1
lost is
P	 i
s
	
1	 (21)LOST	 TOT	 P	 P 
nm ng net
If we assume for present purposes that in these sizes, n 
m 
= 0.80, n
g
 = 0.80,
and n St = 0.45, PLOST - PP (.8 x 18 x .45 -1)
`	 = PP (3.47 - 1) = 2.47 YP
2.47 P
Y
r	 n	 52.5
HEAT REJECTED TO THE GAS COOLER
The central idea of using the gas lift pump is to be able to use
the pump in a cold leg, thereby eliminating the need for the expensive
development of an expensive hot pump. The pump gas leaves the separa-
tion chamber of the pump at the liquid temperature 811 00 and must be
cooled to essentially room temperature to use an inexpensive pump. The
heat rejected in this gas cooler is
q c = mg CP AT
2	 (22)
For purposes of this analysis, we shall assume that the mass flow of gas
1	 required to pump a given AP is proportional to the mass flew of liquid
pumped. Therefore,
(	
A-13
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V"
m
q 
	
m	
x mg p g
 Cp LT	 (23)
>Z o
Argon is selected as the pump gas since, of candidate gases, it has the
lowest value of pCp , thereby minimizing this loss.
Using this relationship the receiver heat supplied and efficiency
can be corrected by this loss. A recuperator can be used to reduce this
expense at some equipment cost. The effect of a recuperator has not been
evaluated.
In Table A-1 th-2 performance characteristics for the gas lift pump
outlined above have been tabulated for piping sizes from 25-50 mm (1-2 in.)
in diameter. From this table it can be seen for the preliminary design
undertaken, that 25 mm piping is of approximately the correct size and
that the gas pump installation (without recuperator) costs the system
about 10% in performance. With an ideal recuperator, the optimum pipe
size would be somewhat larger, but the increased system cost for the re-
cuperator and the larger, heavier,and more costly receiver have not been
evaluated.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary analysis has been carried out of a gas lift pumired
thermal subsystem for the solar Stirling engine. Results of this analy-
sis indicate that the gas lift pump is a feasible approach but that as-
sociated with it is an efficiency loss of between 3.4 and 9 percent. The
former value probably cannot be achieved with an economic design. The
latter value is probably a reasonable target figure.
Problem areas have been uncovered which would require design and
development problems. Among these are:
An analysis will have to be carried out to resolve the relative COF.
with and without a recuperator. Without a recuperator, the losses 0-9%)
seem too great to be allowed for a pump. On the other hand an effective
recuperator will bring added costs.
A resolution of the problems of a pump operating with sodium in
perhaps liquid, vapor and solid phases poses pump design problems which
MUSE, be resolved through development.
The gas lift pump is feasible at some cost in system .efficiency,
and dk:ve lopment cost and risk. The impact of the gAs, lift pump on COF
can not be discerned at present.
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